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ABSTRACT

The application of finite element techniques requires the ability to alter the shape and size

of the elements of a given mesh, commonly referred to as h-version mesh adaptation, to align with

the shape and size distribution as indicated by an error estimation/indication procedure as well as

3-D curved geometries. An effective procedure for anisotropic tetrahedral mesh adaptation for

general 3-D geometries based on local mesh modifications has been developed to address this

issue.

A mesh metric field has been used to represent the element shape and size distribution.

Definition, significance of the mesh metric field and the conformity criteria between the mesh and

the mesh metric field are given. At low level, the mesh adaptation procedure operates as a

sequence of mesh modification operators ordered to make the mesh conform to a given mesh met-

ric field.

The mesh modification procedure consists of four related high level components: mesh

refinement, mesh coarsening, projecting boundary vertices onto curved geometry and element

shape correction. The mesh is efficiently aligned to the mesh metric field by incremental refine-

ment and coarsening based on edge length analysis with respect to the mesh metric field. Several

techniques have been developed to ensure effective alignment to the mesh metric field, for exam-

ple, simultaneous split of a set of longest mesh edges, collapsing the shortest mesh edge every

other vertex, diagonal edge selection in case of ambiguity and the use of lookup tables. The curved

geometry approximation issue is addressed by the procedure of projecting boundary vertices onto

geometry. The procedure first effectively projects as many vertices as possible using local mesh

modifications. The possible remaining un-projected vertices after mesh modifications can be dealt

with by a generalized local cavity re-meshing procedure. The element shape correction procedure

improves the alignment to mesh metric field by eliminating sliver elements. Element shape analy-

sis techniques guide the effective determination of the best mesh modification.

Two approaches of adaptively specifying mesh metric field are provided, one using sec-

ond derivatives and the other using both second derivative and gradient information. Both have

been integrated with the mesh adaptation procedure for anisotropic adaptive simulation on 3-D

general geometries. Results of adaptivity show the effectiveness and the alignment of adapted

meshes to both geometry and mesh metric field.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction and Historical Review

1.1 Background

Computer aided design and simulation methods have been an important tool for industry

and scientific research for a wide range of problems. Three dimensional geometric modeler sys-

tems, for example ParasolidTM[28], ACISTM[82], Pro/EngineerTM[68], have matured and can pro-

vide complex geometry definitions from a single part to the whole product assembly. In general,

the geometric representation is curved and non-manifold1. Simulation systems add attributes onto

the geometry domains and perform various analysis for stress, heat transfer, vibration, acoustic, or

fluid flow as governed by partial differential equations that mathematically describe the physical

phenomenon.

The finite element method is a powerful tool for solving partial differential equations on

complex geometry domains. Its mathematical properties have been well established, involving a

discretization process of the geometry domain and the construction of a piecewise interpolated

approximation [36,86]. Accuracy of finite element analysis depends on the domain discretization

and the piecewise interpolation. There are theoretically rigorous error analysis techniques to esti-

mate the error in the numerical solution in several norms [1,94]. The procedures of adaptivity are

designed to modify the discretization or interpolation as indicated by error estimation/indication

procedures to reduce the errors with improved efficiency [5,21,63,86]. Two versions of adaptivity

and their combination are commonly used: h-method and p-method, where h-method alters the

size of elements and p-method changes the interpolations. This thesis is concerned with issues

related to the h-method.

When h-adaptivity methods are applied to practical three dimensional curved non-mani-

fold model and unstructured tetrahedral meshes (the discretization of geometry domain), three

types of mesh adaptation techniques indicated below arise:

• Adaptive re-meshing methods [66,35,2];

• Element subdivision methods [3,7,9,11,12,41,54,55,75,83];

• Fixed order mesh modification procedures [19,20,23,25,38,65].

Adaptive re-meshing methods obtain adaptive meshes by regenerating the entire mesh

through automatic mesh generation algorithms governed by desired element size and shape infor-

1. Simply speaking, non-manifold models consist of general combinations of solids, surfaces and
wires. For a rigorous definition and examples see references [59,89].
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mation (see for example [66,35,2]). For example, Peraire at al. and Moller at al. have used adaptive

re-meshing based on anisotropic advancing front mesh generation technology [66,62] and P. L.

George applied adaptive re-meshing in terms of anisotropic Delaunay kernel [35]. The benefit of

adaptive re-meshing is that curved domains are considered by the mesh generation algorithm and

mesh coarsening is unnecessary. However, it is inefficient for refining only a few elements in an

already refined mesh, and introduces complexities in the transfer of solution fields from one mesh

to another.

Element subdivision methods can control element shape by specific split orders. Rivara

has described an approach based on longest-edge refinement algorithm for general triangulations

[74,75,76]. Provided an initial good quality triangulation, her algorithm creates good-quality

meshes with linear time complexity; Liu and Joe have proposed a successive bisection procedure

that controls split orders in terms of an affine transformation, maintaining element quality as well

if given an initial good quality mesh [53,54,55]; There are also algorithms such as red-green algo-

rithm [9,12,41] and newest vertex bisection algorithm [60] that can control element shape. How-

ever, although effective, these methods tend to over refine and do not consider curved geometry

domains and the generalization of changing elements into desired shape. The coarsening pro-

cesses of these algorithms simply undo the refinement [11,41,74,83], therefore, can’t coarsen past

the initial mesh.

The third mesh adaptation techniques apply local mesh modifications1 in fixed order

without analysis of situations. For example, Briere at al. [25], De Cougny at al.[23], and Joe at al.

[38,39] have improved the quality of an existing mesh using procedures consisting of four local

mesh modification operations: swap, collapse, split and relocation. Buscaglia at al. [19], Castro-

Diaz at al. [20] and Pain at al. [65] have made the applications of these four local mesh modification

operations governed by a desired mesh size and shape distribution for adaptivity purpose in two

dimension [19,20] and recently in three dimension [65]. The advantage of the third method is that

it is a local process in which collapse-based mesh coarsening can be applied [23], and the transfer

of solution fields can be executed incrementally as each modification is applied. However, the

issue of accounting for curved geometry domains in refinement is not addressed yet, and the

effectiveness of local mesh modification procedure in terms of efficiency and quality is a strong

function of the manner in which various mesh modification operations are considered.

Curved domains require that the adaptivity procedure handles the geometric approxima-

tion issues [23,40]. In particular, in refining a mesh, new nodes created on curved boundary need

1. Refer to Chapter 4 or references [25,23] for specific mesh modification operations.
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to be placed on that boundary. Otherwise, the correct problem will not be solved. However, the

simple projection of vertices to the boundaries may produce invalid or unacceptable elements for

a number of these new boundary vertices, especially when the local mesh is coarse with respect to

the local curvatures of the geometry boundaries.

The desired element shape is strongly influenced by the details of the solution field which

is constantly evolving in transient problems [37,71]. Although equilateral elements are good

where solution field is isotropic, many physical problems exhibit strong anisotropic phenomena,

which can be extremely strong in cases such as high Reynolds number flow problems and phase

change problems. The use of isotropic elements in these cases will force the creation of small ele-

ments in all directions, therefore leading to prohibitively large meshes. Adaptively constructing

anisotropic meshes requires a procedure capable of effectively creating and maintaining control of

anisotropic elements that satisfy both element size and shape distribution as indicated by error

estimation/indication procedures.

1.2 Motivation

The goal of this thesis is to develop the effective tools and algorithms for h-version adap-

tivity on three dimensional complex geometric domains and capable of handling anisotropic ele-

ments. Particularly, given:

• any tetrahedral mesh;

• general 3-D non-manifold domain the given mesh is classified1 onto;

• a desired element size and shape distribution throughout the domain;

develop an effective mesh modification procedure to adaptively modify the given mesh until the

given element size and shape distribution is satisfied with curved domains being properly dealt

with.

1.3 Organization

The thesis consists of four related parts: desired element size and shape definition and

implementation (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3); mesh modification tools (Chapter 4); mesh modifica-

tion procedures (Chapter 5 and Chapter 6); and application in adaptive simulations (Chapter 7).

1. Classification defines the relationship between the mesh and the model of geometric domains.
The mesh is a discretization of geometric domain(s). Each mesh entity  is uniquely classified
onto a topological model entity  written in notation as  ( ). A set of mesh enti-
ties can be classified onto the same model entity. For rigorous definition and its application see ref-
erence[8].

Mi
d

G j
D

Mi
d [ G j

D
d D≤
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The particular structure is as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the representation of element

shape and size distribution. The concept of anisotropic mesh size field is introduced for this pur-

pose. Also the issue of determining the conformity between mesh and anisotropic mesh size field

is addressed. Chapter 3 presents implementation of the anisotropic mesh size field. An abstract

interface for mesh size field interrogation is first described, then two specific implementations

used in the examples of this thesis are given: (i) analytical definition over model domain; and (ii) a

piecewise definition over the mesh to be modified. Chapter 4 introduces the mesh modification

operators used in the mesh modification procedure, and discusses the evaluations of these mesh

modifications with respect to the anisotropic mesh size field and element quality criteria.

Chapter 5 deals with the issue of curved domain approximation. It presents a two-stage mesh

modification procedure to improve local geometric approximation in case the elements on the

boundaries of 3-D curved domains are refined. Chapter 6 describes an effective h-version mesh

adaptation procedure governed by anisotropic mesh size field, and discusses its technical aspects.

It extends the previous work of de Cougny [23] in two aspects: effectiveness and respecting aniso-

tropic mesh size field. Chapter 7 demonstrates the application of the mesh adaptation procedure

in adaptive flow simulations using five examples, including a brief introduction of adaptive speci-

fication of the anisotropic mesh size field. Chapter 8 concludes the thesis by summarizing the con-

tributions and discussing future work.
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CHAPTER 2

Anisotropic Mesh Size Field

An essential requirement for an anisotropic mesh adaptation procedure is a means to

define desired element size and shape distribution. The mesh metric field can be used to represent

an anisotropic mesh size field that specifies the distribution of element size and stretching (see for

example [31,62,66,93]). This chapter introduces the definition of the mesh metric field, then dis-

cusses the criteria of determining the conformity between a mesh to a mesh metric field that can

guide mesh modifications.

2.1 Definition of Mesh Metric

Consider Figure 2.1. The anisotropic mesh size at point P is defined as a symmetric

positive definite mesh metric tensor T(P) such that the desired directional mesh edge length distri-

bution at this point follows an ellipsoidal surface

(2.1)

where X = {x1, x2, x3} is a coordinate vector.

The mesh metric tensor must be symmetric positive definite to ensure the geometric rep-

resentation of quadratic form is an ellipsoidal surface [10]. Moreover, (EQ-2.1)

gives an implicit expression of directional variation of desired edge length in terms of T(P). Let e

denote a unit vector emanating from P in an arbitrary direction and h(P,e) be the desired edge

3 3×

XT P( )XT 1=

Figure 2.1  Definition of mesh metric tensor at a point.

x1

x2

x3

h P e,( )e
XT P( )XT 1=
ellipsoidal surface

vector

P

a point on surface

e: unit vector indicating an
arbitrary direction

: desired edge lengthh P e,( )
 in e at P

XT P( )XT 1=
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length along e at P, then vector should point to a point on the ellipsoidal surface and sat-

isfy the quadratic form, thus,

(2.2)

which is the explicit expression of directional variation of desired mesh edge length at point P.

For example, consider a mesh metric tensor . The ellipsoidal surface associated

with this metric tensor is:

namely

Figure 2.2 shows the ellipsoidal surface of this equation. The desired mesh edge lengths along axis

xi (i=1,2,3) are 0.5, 1, 2 respectively. For the direction indicated by an arrow,

the desired mesh edge length can be computed as follows:

2.2 Conformity Criteria

In general, mesh metric varies with position and a criteria is required to measure the

degree of satisfaction between a mesh entity and the mesh metric field. To develop such a criteria,

it is useful to introduce the transformation associated with each mesh metric tensor which maps

the mesh entity of interest into a space where the mesh metric tensor becomes identity[66,91].

Measuring satisfaction of the mesh entity is done in the transformed space.

h P e,( )e

h P e,( )e( )T h P e,( )e( )T 1=

h P e,( ) 1

eT P( )eT
-------------------------=

4 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 0.25

x1 x2 x3

4 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 0.25

x1

x2

x3

1=

x1
2

0.52
--------- x2

2 x3
2

22
-----+ + 1=

3 3⁄ 3 3⁄ 3 3⁄

1

3
3

------- 3
3

------- 3
3

-------

4 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 0.25

3
3

------- 3
3

------- 3
3

-------

T

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 0.7559≈
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The structure of the following subsections is: first, the transformation associated with the

mesh metric tensor is introduced (Section 2.2.1). An ideal conformity criteria based on mesh edge

length computation in the transformed space can then be developed (Section 2.2.2). Finally consid-

eration is given to a relaxed criteria suitable for mesh modification procedures.

2.2.1 Transformation Interpretation of Mesh Metric Tensor

Due to symmetry and positive definiteness, mesh metric tensor T(P) can always be

decomposed into two matrices Q(P)T and Q(P) as:

(2.3)

where

(2.4)

0.5

1.0

2.0

Figure 2.2  Example to show the geometric significance of a metric tensor.

x1

x2

x3

direction 3
3

------- 3
3

------- 3
3

-------

T P( ) Q P( )Q P( )T=

Q P( )

e1

e2

e3

rotation

λ1 0 0

0 λ2 0

0 0 λ3

distortion

=
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with (i=1,2,3) being the normalized eigenvectors (row vectors) and (i=1,2,3) being eigenval-

ues of T(P)1. Note that matrix Q(P) can be considered as the representation of a linear transforma-

tion from the physical space to a rotated distorted space [45] and we can define a new coordinate

vector after the distortion and rotation as . Since:

(2.5)

which is an equation of a unit sphere surface, i.e., the transformation represented by matrix Q(P)

maps the mesh metric tensor into a space in which the desired element size and shape distribution

is isotropic and normalized.

Figure 2.3 illustrates the geometric significance of this transformation. It transforms the

ellipsoidal surface associated with T(P) into a unit sphere.

Consider mesh metric for an example of the transformation interpretation. The

eigenvalue  and the unit eigenvector ei (i=1,2,3) of this mesh metric are:

The transformation matrix Q(P) associated with the mesh metric can be constructed:

1. In terms of (EQ-2.2), eigenvalue  is related to the desired mesh edge length hi in direc-
tion ei, namely .

ei λ i

λ i
hi 1 λ i( )⁄=

X' XQ P( )=

X'X'T XQ P( ) XQ P( )( )T XQ P( )Q P( )T XT XT P( )XT 1= = = =

X' XQ P( )=

XT P( )XT 1=

X'X'T 1=

(a) before transformation (b) after transformation

Figure 2.3  The transformation associated with mesh metric tensor.

3 1 0

1 3 0

0 0 0.25

λ i

λ1 4=

λ2 2=

λ3 0.25=





e1
2

2
------- 2

2
------- 0, , 

 =

e2
2

2
-------–

2
2

------- 0, , 
 =

e3 0 0 1, ,( )=
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where R is the rotation matrix and D is a diagonal matrix representing distortion. Hence, the rela-

tion between the coordinate vectors of the two space is

The ellipsoidal surface equation associated with this mesh metric is:

By replacing xi in terms of x’i (i=1,2,3), the ellipsoidal surface equation becomes ,

which represents a unit sphere.

Note that the rotation matrix associated with the mesh metric is not unique since the

eigenvectors of the mesh metric tensor is not unique. However, no matter what eigenvector is

used, the ellipsoidal surface associated with the mesh metric is uniquely determined. For example,

if two eigenvalues of the mesh metric are identical, the mesh metric is associated with a spheroid

surface as illustrated in Figure 2.4. Clearly, any pair of orthogonal directions on the indicated

plane can be used as the eigenvectors to define the transformation, and it does not affect the shape

of the spheroid surface.

2
2

------- 2
2

-------– 0

2
2

------- 2
2

------- 0

0 0 1

2 0 0

0 2 0

0 0 0.5

2 1– 0

2 1 0

0 0 0.5

=

      
           

D
R

Q(P)

x'1 x'2 x'3 x1 x2 x3

2 1– 0

2 1 0

0 0 0.5

=

3x1
2 2x1x2 3x2

2 0.25x3
2+ + + 1=

x'1
2 x'2

2 x'3
2+ + 1=

Figure 2.4  Example of possible infinite choices in defining rotation matrix.

the spheroid associated with
a mesh metric of two identical
eigenvalues

the plane
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2.2.2 Ideal Criteria

Ideally, the conformity criteria can be described from two aspects:

• Unit mesh edge length in the transformed space, and

• Aligning to the principle directions of the ellipsoidal surface as much as possible.

Since the mesh metric field represents the transformation that maps an ellipsoid into a

unit sphere, any tetrahedron that perfectly satisfies the mesh metric field should be a unit equilat-

eral tetrahedron in the transformed space. Here, a tetrahedron is referred to as a unit equilateral

tetrahedron if all edges that bound the tetrahedron are straight and of unit length. Figure 2.5

depicts three dimensional examples to demonstrate this concept. Figure 2.5(a) depicts two desired

anisotropic tetrahedra of different size and shape in physical space, while the transformation asso-

ciated with the mesh metric field is indicated by the two matrices. As illustrated in Figure 2.5(b),

both tetrahedra are transformed into a unit equilateral tetrahedron with respect to their corre-

sponding transformation matrix.

Given an arbitrary tetrahedron in physical space and the mesh metric field over the tetra-

hedron, the degree of satisfaction between the tetrahedron and the mesh metric field can be mea-

sured by examining the difference between a unit equilateral tetrahedron and the mapped

tetrahedron in the transformed space. One component of this is done by examining the lengths of

the six mesh edges that bound the tetrahedron in the transformed space. The second component is

to ensure the resulting tetrahedron is not flat in the transformed space as discussed (see

Section 2.2.3). A tetrahedron is considered as possibly satisfying the mesh metric field if the six

mesh edges are close to unitary in the transformed space. Note that it is assumed that a straight/

planar tetrahedron in physical space can still be considered straight/planner after the transforma-

tion.

The second aspect of the ideal criteria can be illustrated using the 2D example depicted in

Figure 2.6, where two triangles (indicated by different shade patterns) are depicted in physical

space and the associated transformed space. The ellipse indicates the desired directional variation

of mesh edge length in physical space, which is transformed into a unit circle in transformed

space. Vector e1, e2 indicate the principle directions of the ellipse. It can be seen that, although the

two triangles are in the same degree of satisfaction to the unit circle in the transformed space (the

two triangles are congruent), their shape and size in physical space still have difference. The one

with two edges aligned with the principle direction e1 and e2 better catches the anisotropy, there-

fore, preferred.
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The first aspect of the ideal criteria requires to compute the mesh edge length in the trans-

formed space, which is addressed in Section 2.2.2.1. For the second aspect, the alignment to princi-

ple direction(s) can simply be measured by computing the maximum/minimum angles between

edges of a tetrahedron and principle direction(s) to be respected in the physical space. The deter-

mination of principle direction(s) to be respected requires to distinguish three cases: (i) if the geo-

metric representation of the mesh metric tensor is an ellipsoid, all principle directions of the

ellipsoid need to be respected; (ii) if the geometric representation is a spheroid, only the direction

Figure 2.5  Example of transforming into a unit equilateral tetrahedron.

1 3⁄ 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 5

2 1 0

1 2 0

0 0 1

x1

x2

x3

(a) tetrahedra of different desired size (b) unit equilateral tetrahedron
and shape in physical space in transformed space

Figure 2.6  2D example to show the needs of aligning to principle directions.

e1

e2

ellipse associated
with mesh metric

unit circle

transformation

(a) physical space (b) transformed space
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with distinct desired edge length should be respected; and (iii) if the geometric representation is a

sphere (isotropic), no direction should be respected.

2.2.2.1 Length Computation in Transformed Space

Assume that mesh metric field is continuously specified over the domain and consider an

arbitrary mesh edge in the mesh as depicted in Figure 2.7(a), where the edge is indicated using a

thick black segment, and mesh metrics over the edge are shown by a set of ellipses. Let the x-axis

along the edge with x = xa at point A and x = xb at point B, T(x) represent the given mesh metric at

position x on the edge ( ), and e denote the unit vector associated with the edge. Then,

the desired mesh edge length along the edge is:

(2.6)

The curve in Figure 2.7(a) shows one example of possible h(x,e) distributions.

Figure 2.7(b) shows the edge in the transformed space where interval [xa, xb] is mapped

into [x’a, x’b] and the desired edge length becomes one everywhere, i.e., h(x’) = 1. Such a local map-

ping can be obtained by relating the differential length of the two space as follows:

(2.7)

which is the one dimensional version of transformation in a differential sense, with

dx denote the infinitesimal length at point x and dx’ is its corresponding infinitesimal length in the

mapped space.

xa x xb≤ ≤

h x e,( ) 1

eT x( )eT
-------------------------=

Figure 2.7  Local transformation that normalizes h(x,e).
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Since x = xa is mapped to x’ = x’a, the integral relation between x and its corresponding

coordinate x’ in the transformed space is:

(2.8)

Thus, length of edge AB in the transformed space is:

(2.9)

Plugging (EQ-2.6) leads to:

(2.10)

To illustrate the matching of desired mesh size distribution in terms of (EQ-2.10), consider

generating an one dimensional mesh consisting of five edges that satisfy analytical mesh size field:

(2.11)

Figure 2.8(a) shows a mesh of five unit mesh edges in the transformed space. The coordinate xi’of

the six mesh vertices in transformed space is 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, respectively. Let x0’ = 0 be mapped to

x0=0 in physical space. In terms of (EQ-2.8), the mapping between the two space is:

(2.12)

The inverse mapping from transformed space to physical space can also be obtained analytically:

(2.13)

The mesh that exactly matches the given h(x) can be obtained by mapping locations xi’

(i=0,1,2,3,4,5) in transformed space back to physical space using (EQ-2.13). Table 2.1 tabulates

these locations. The length of the five edges in physical space from left to right in turn are: 1.445,

2.719, 4.515, 6.445 and 8. Figure 2.8(b) shows the mesh on the horizon axis using bold segments

and black bullets, where the solid smooth curve shows the desired mesh size distribution over the

domain, while the dashed step curve shows the actual mesh size distribution. It can be seen that

the step curve approximates the curve of desired mesh size distribution.
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2.2.3 Relaxed Criteria for Mesh Modifications

The lack of any packing proofs for elements of given size and shape ensures that any mesh

created will not perfectly match the given mesh metric field. Therefore, the definition of an accept-

able representation of the mesh metric field is needed. The one used here is based on:

Table 2.1 Vertex location mapping between physical and transformed space.

i 0 1 2 3 4 5

xi’ 0 1 2 3 4 5

xi 0 1.445 4.164 8.679 15.124 23.124

0 5 10 15 20 25
0
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Figure 2.8  An example of exactly matched 1D mesh.
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• Considering a mesh edge to satisfy the mesh metric field if its transformed length falls into an

appropriate interval close to one where the interval is defined so that infinite loop of refine-

ment and coarsening is avoided.

• When edges that bound a tetrahedron satisfy the relaxed length criteria, the tetrahedron must

be in good quality (not flat) in the transformed space.

The first criteria relaxes edge length requirement from a value into an interval. The second ele-

ment level criteria is required since, in three dimension, an element with all bounding edges close

to unit length can have very small volume, i.e. a sliver (see Figure 2.9), which can cause problems

in simulations.

The next three subsections discuss these two relaxed criteria in detail and present the

needed computation of any additional quantity in the transformed space.

2.2.3.1 Allowed Interval for Relaxed Length Criteria

The relaxed mesh edge length criteria introduces an interval of allowed mesh edge length,

referred to as [Lupper, Llower] hereafter. To prevent the possible oscillation between mesh refinement

and mesh coarsening, the selection of Lupper and Llower should at least satisfy:

(2.14)

Note that, whenever a mesh edge is decided to be split, its length in transformed space should be

greater than Lupper and the two new mesh edges should both be greater than or equal to Llower in

the transformed space, otherwise the mesh coarsening operation would un-do the splitting. Fur-

thermore, the splitting operation always creates two new edges, one longer than or equal to the

half edge length in transformed space, while another always shorter or equal to the transformed

half length. (EQ-2.14) ensures that, whenever bisecting a mesh edge longer than Lupper in trans-

Figure 2.9  Example of sliver tetrahedron in transformed space.
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1

1

1.4141.4

number indicates edge
length of the tetrahedron
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formed space, the length of the two new mesh edges are longer than Llower in transformed space.

This factor of 0.5 should be accordingly reduced in case of not bisection in transformed space.

The selection of the interval is not unique after satisfying (EQ-2.14). It can be set to many

reasonable values, for example , [0.4, 1.0] and etc. The procedure presented in this thesis

does allow the user to adjust one of the parameters, within limits, while the second is calculated to

ensure (EQ-2.14) is satisfied.

2.2.3.2 Selection of Element Quality Measure

Many element quality measures can be extended into the transformed space and satisfy

the need of the second element level criteria. Some of these measures are listed below. More intro-

ductions can be obtained in references [52,53,24,26,30,27].

• Angle (pp 7 of [26]), , where is the maximum dihedral angle of a tetra-

hedron and C is normalization constant.

• Radius ratio [52], , where is the inscribed radius of the tetrahedron and the

radius of circumsphere.

• Aspect ratio [26, 27], , where hmin is the minimum height of the tetrahedron and

lmax the maximum edge length.

• Face area based measure [24], , where V is tetrahedron volume and Ai is

the area of the i-th face that bounds the tetrahedron.

• Mean ratio (edge length based) [53], , where V is tetrahedron volume

and li denotes the length of i-th edge of the tetrahedron.

Since these measures are “equivalent” in a mathematical sense such that they attain a maximum

value only for the equilateral tetrahedron [52], which is used does not make any difference. Hence,

the one of least computational cost should be used and extended into the transformed space,

which is:

2
2

------- 2,

φ C 1 ϕmaxcos+( )≡ ϕmax

ρ 3 r× i ro⁄≡ ri ro

δ
6 hmin×

2 lmax×
-----------------------≡

S 108 V 4× Ai
2

i 1=

4

∑
 
 
  3

⁄≡

η 12 3V( )× 2 3⁄ li
2

i 1=

6

∑⁄≡
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(2.15)

where V’ denotes the tetrahedron volume in transformed space, l’i is transformed length of mesh

edges that bound the tetrahedron. is the cubic of the mean ratio measure in the transformed

space.

In this thesis, the selected element quality measure is used for two purposes: (i) determine

sliver tetrahedra in the shape correction process of the mesh adaptation procedure (see

Section 6.4.1), (ii) in cases where more than one local mesh modification are possible, determine

the best one in terms of this quality measure in the process of placing vertices onto boundaries (see

Section 5.4) and the shape correction process of mesh adaptation procedure (see Section 6.4.3).

2.2.3.3 Volume Computation in Transformed Space

The element level requires the computation of tetrahedral volume in transformed space.

Consider an infinitesimal tetrahedron specified by three differential vectors dui (i=1,2,3) as

depicted in Figure 2.10, its volume in physical space is:

(2.16)

Let Q be the transformation matrix the metric field specified at this infinitesimal tetrahedron, and

dui be transformed into du’i by this transformation, that is . Then, the infinitesimal

volume in the transformed space is:

η' 15552 V '× 2 l'i
2

i 1=

6

∑
 
 
  3

⁄=

η'

Figure 2.10  A tetrahedron in physical and transformed space.
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(2.17)

Thus,

(2.18)

where T = QQT is the mesh metric at this infinitesimal tetrahedron. For a finite tetrahedron in

which T varies, the transformed volume can be obtained by integrating (EQ-2.18):

(2.19)

dV '
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CHAPTER 3

Mesh Size Field Implementation

The mesh size field is implemented in a two level hierarchy. The first level is simply an

abstract interface, serving as the base of all mesh size fields. The second level consists of instantia-

tions of the abstract interface, which can include infinite versions of implementation possibilities.

This chapter first presents the abstract mesh size field interface. Discussion is then focused on two

specific anisotropic mesh size field implementations used in the examples of this thesis:

• analytical definition,

• an efficient piecewise definition option.

3.1 Abstract Interface

The abstract mesh size field class is designed to be wrappers around all functionalities

that mesh modification procedures need. Figure 3.1 illustrates the role of this abstract class. It can

be viewed as a gate all meshing algorithm must go through regardless of its underlying imple-

mentations. On the right side, there can be infinite implementation possibilities, for example, ana-

lytical definition, piecewise definition-1, piecewise definition-2 and etc. All need to be derived

from this abstract class and override the abstract version of virtual functions [85]. The gain by

doing so is generality and flexibility. This ensures that any addition of new mesh size field defini-

tions is always consistent with mesh modification procedures.

The definition of this class, “SizeFieldBase”, is given in Figure 3.2. It collects together all of

the functionalities that the mesh modification procedures in this thesis use. The functionalities

include geometry computation in transformed space, specifically, volume, length and middle

point computation. There are also functions to evaluate size information at a point, set size infor-

Figure 3.1  Role of abstract mesh size field class.

Mesh Modification
Procedure

Abstract Mesh Size
Field Class

Analytic

Piecewise-1

Piecewise-2

......
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mation onto a mesh entity1 and get the representation type of mesh size field. The type() function

identifies three representation types: analytically, using a background mesh, or using the current

mesh to be modified.

3.2 Two Instantiations

From a practical point of view, the mesh size field may be defined in two ways: as an ana-

lytical function of position, or as interpolations over a structure. The first way is independent of

meshes, and can provide exact mesh size information everywhere efficiently, however, it can not

be used in adaptive analysis where mesh size is adaptively specified in terms of error indicators.

The second way can have infinite versions by using different underlying structures and interpola-

tions. A background mesh appears to be the most commonly used structures of defining mesh size

field [66,67,58,35,31,48,64]. The benefits of keeping a background mesh is to separate mesh size

definition from the mesh to be generated or being modifying. The major deficiency is its lack of

efficiency. To evaluate the size information at a point, it has to search the background mesh to

determine the element in which the point resides and perform interpolation. This searching pro-

cess is in the complexity of O(N) with N be the number of elements in background mesh, and N

can be a big number in case the mesh in previous step of adaptive analysis is used as background

mesh. The use of octree as background mesh can make the searching process O(logN), however,

lead to unnecessary efforts to build the octree and relate octree to mesh size information. To gain

efficiency, here, developing an instantiation that attaches mesh metrics onto vertices of the current

1. The set() function is needed in case a mesh is used to represent the mesh size field.

Figure 3.2  Abstract class of mesh size field.

class SizeFieldBase {
public:

// compute transformed edge length
virtual double length(pEdge);
// compute transformed volume
virtual double volume(pRegion);
// compute center point of an edge
virtual void center(pEdge,double*);
// evaluate mesh size at a point
virtual pMSize eval(double[3],pEntity);
// attach mesh size info onto an entity
virtual void set(pEntity,pMSize);
// get the type of mesh size field representation
virtual int type();

};
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mesh is of interest. Although such an instantiation need account for the possible evolution of mesh

size field, it overcomes the deficiency of background mesh. The idea of using the current mesh is

also mentioned by George at al. in a recent paper [34].

The subsections that follow describe two instantiations to be used in the examples of this

thesis. The first one represents mesh size field using analytical expression(s). The second is an effi-

cient piecewise definition over the current mesh.

3.2.1 Analytic Definition over Model Domain

In this instantiation, analytical expression(s) of mesh metric is attached to model

entity(entities) so that, at any point of the problem domain, mesh metric information is defined.

Analytical expressions are specified by selecting three local orthogonal directions at each

point and defining these directions and desired edge lengths in these directions as expressions of

position. For example, to specify a cylindrical anisotropic mesh size field over domain , first

pick the axial directions of cylindrical curvilinear coordinate system as orthogonal directions for

an arbitrary point P (x,y,z) in , namely:

1. radial direction: ;

2. azimuthal direction: ;

3. z-axis: (0,0,1);

where , and . Then define the desired edge length in these

three directions also as functions of position:

(3.1)

The equivalent transformation matrix representation, in turn, is:

(3.2)

Since mesh metric can be efficiently obtained at any point of the domain, the length and

volume in the transformed space can simply be computed by applying Guass quadrature to (EQ-

2.10) and (EQ-2.19). The computation of edge center needs searching so that the two new seg-

ments have the same transformed length in terms of (EQ-2.10).
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3.2.2 A Piecewise Definition Option over Current Mesh

In this instantiation, mesh metric is attached to all vertices of current mesh. Since this

mesh metric field definition depends on the mesh to be modified, accounting for the possible

mesh size field evolution due to mesh vertex insertion and repositioning is needed. Specifically,

the mesh metric at new location needs to be interpolated and attached to the new vertex (or the

moved vertex).

The specific algorithms the piecewise definition option uses to instantiate the virtual func-

tions of the abstract interface are as follows.

3.2.2.1 Transformed Edge Length

As illustrated in Figure 3.3, given a mesh edge AB and mesh metric Ti (i=0,1) at the ends of

edge AB, the needed functionality is computing the transformed length, L’(AB).

Let e be the unit vector along the direction of edge AB. In terms of the definition of mesh

metric, the desired edge length along e at the two ends of AB are:

(3.3)

Also, in terms of (EQ-2.9), the transformed length of edge AB depends on the desired edge length

distribution over AB, h(x), which is not completely specified. Therefore, a reasonable assumption

is required to account for the variation of h(x) from h(xa) = h0 to h(xb) = h1. The following linear

interpolation has been assumed in current piecewise definition:

(3.4)

with L = |xb - xa|. The transformed length of edge AB can then be obtained by plugging (EQ-3.4)

into (EQ-2.9) and integrating:

Figure 3.3  Illustration of transformed length computation for edge AB.
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(3.5)

3.2.2.2 Edge Center in Transformed Space

Let C denotes the center point of edge AB in transformed space, i.e.,

Plugging (EQ-2.9) at both sides of above equation leads to:

(3.6)

where xc is the coordinate of center C (refer to Figure 3.3). Following the same linear interpolation

assumption and plugging in h(x), the expression for xc can be derived out:

(3.7)

3.2.2.3 Transformed Volume of Tetrahedron

To be conservative, the tetrahedral volume in the transformed space is computed as:

(3.8)

where Ti denotes the mesh metric at i-th bounding vertex of the tetrahedron.

3.2.2.4 Interpolation

Given a mesh entity and a point in its closure, the needed functionality is to evaluate mesh

metric at the given point by interpolating mesh metrics attached to bounding vertices of the mesh

entity.

There are at least three ways to interpolate mesh metrics. The first way is to interpolate the

six components of mesh metrics, which is easy to implement and efficient. The second way, as pro-

posed by George and Hecht in [35], is to interpolate two mesh metrics by solving a generalized

eigenvalue problem. The third way uses the ellipsoidal interpretation of mesh metric. It consists of

obtaining the principle directions of the ellipsoid and desired edge lengths in these principle

directions for each mesh metric attached to bounding vertices, and interpolating these directions

and desired edge lengths at the given point.
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In the current implementation, the third interpolation method is used. The first compo-

nent by component interpolation is not effective since it does not take rotation effect into consider-

ation. The second method is out of the consideration for two reasons:

• the interpolation operation is not associative;

• the computation of generalized eigenvalue problem is expensive.

Figure 3.4 depicts a 2D example to illustrate the third mesh metric interpolation method,

where mesh metrics are represented by orthogonal vector pairs indicating the two semi-axes in

desired edge length of the ellipse associated with mesh metric. The goal is to determine the vector

pair at point P as functions of orthogonal vector pairs attached to vertex (i=1,2,3). The used

index convention in Figure 3.4 is as follows: boldface eik denotes the unit vector in the k-th (k=1,2)

principle direction of the mesh metric attached to vertex . hik represents the desired edge

length in eik with hi1 < hi2 (i=1,2,3). Using linear interpolation shape functions, the desired length

hk and the corresponding principle direction ek at point P can be expressed as:

(3.9)

where Ni is the linear shape function of the triangle element at vertex , and Einstein summa-

tion convention is adopted. The first equation interpolates desired edge lengths, the second equa-

tion interpolates principle directions and the third equation normalizes interpolated principle

directions. In case of three dimension, the three interpolated directions at P may not be orthogo-

nal. Whenever not orthogonal, the size and the direction of the smallest desired edge length

should be respected and those of the other two directions may be adjusted.

Figure 3.4  Illustration of mesh metric interpolation over a triangle.
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CHAPTER 4

Mesh Modification Operation

The mesh modification procedures operate as a sequence of local operations ordered to

make the mesh conform to a given mesh metric field. This chapter introduces the set of local mesh

modification operators used (Section 4.1), and discusses the evaluation of these local mesh modifi-

cation operators with respect to a given anisotropic mesh size field and element quality criteria

(Section 4.2). Section 4.3 presents implementations.

4.1 Operators

The local mesh modification operators used in the tetrahedral mesh modification proce-

dures consist of four single step operators [23,25,65,60,79]:

• splitting;

• collapsing;

• swapping;

• vertex repositioning;

and compound operators, which chain multiple single step operators. Each local mesh modifica-

tion has an associated cavity consisting of a number of tetrahedra the local mesh modification

affects. The application of the local mesh modifications is to replace one cavity triangulation with

another cavity triangulation, while the new triangulation is uniquely determined by given infor-

mation or only limited configurations are possible.

Most existing procedures published in the literature present specific algorithmic applica-

tion of mesh modification operators. Typical algorithms are:

• Refinement methods that control element shape by specific split orders [3,7,9,11,12,41,54,55,75].

These procedures tend to over refine and do not consider the generalization to anisotropic case;

• Methods that coarsen only by undoing refinement [11,41,74,83]. These methods can not coarsen

past the initial mesh;

• Fixed order modifications without analysis of situation [19,20,23,25,65]. These methods do not

most effectively provide the best results.

A general approach is to construct a cavity by deleting a number of tetrahedra then re-

mesh the cavity using mesh generation algorithms (Section 5.5 discusses one such approach).

Although limited use of such general approach could be acceptable to ensure solving a specific
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problem, any extensive use of the general approach should be avoided since it is complicated,

time consuming and would make a local mesh modification procedure not as effective as would

be by simply re-meshing the whole domain. Furthermore, the result mesh configuration of the

general approach can not be effectively predicted.

This section introduces the four single step operators and compound operators. It should

be indicated that all single step operators are taken from previous works, so interested reader can

also consult other references, for example [23,79]. Compound operations are new contribution of

this thesis.

4.1.1 Splitting

As illustrated in Figure 4.1, in three dimensions, the split operators are: region split, face

split and edge split. Region split inserts a vertex inside a mesh region and splits the mesh region

into four child regions; Face split introduces a vertex with the same classification as the face, splits

the face and the two mesh regions the face bounds; and edge split creates a vertex with the same

classification as the edge, splits the edge and all higher dimension mesh entities the edge bounds.

Let , and denote the region, the face and the edge to be split. The cavity associated

with these three operators in turn consists of , tetrahedra in set , and tetrahedra in set

, respectively. Splitting is always possible and only modifies local mesh topology in case

the mesh entities to be split is classified on model region or on polyhedra boundary. If the mesh

entity to be split is classified on a curved model boundary, the new vertex has to be placed onto

the model entity it is classified on [50].

When multiple edges are marked for splitting, tetrahedra can be quickly subdivided

through the application of refinement templates [23,79]. Refinement template differs from a single

split in that it only considers one tetrahedron at a time, and split the tetrahedron regardless of its

neighboring tetrahedra. Therefore, it would yield a non-conforming mesh if the subdivision pro-

cess not handle the conformity issue. Consider all possibilities of marking refinement edges1, there

are forty-two surface triangulation options to subdivide a tetrahedron (refer to Figure 4.2). Of

these options, four require creating an interior vertex (steiner point) since the splitting of a tetrahe-

dron may require to triangulate a prism sub-domain that can not be tetrahedralized without the

introduction of an interior vertex [87] (see Figure 4.3 for an example); and several have ambigu-

ities in creating diagonal edges (detailed discussion is given in Section 6.3.3).

1. Refinement edge is referred as to the mesh edge to be split.
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Figure 4.1  Split operators.
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Figure 4.3  A refinement template that needs insert a interior vertex.
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4.1.2 Collapsing

Let represent an edge to be collapsed and be the end vertex of , and consider

the operation of collapsing with removed. As illustrated in Figure 4.4, the cavity associ-

ated with this collapse operation consists of tetrahedra in set , and the operation can be

seen as a retriangulation of the cavity by “pulling ” to [23]. Specifically, the operation

includes three steps: (i) delete and all mesh entities bounds; (ii) move to the position

of ; and (iii) merge  and  together as well as all duplicated mesh edges and mesh faces.

Edge collapsing can not always be performable. In many cases, it can not be applied since

it may destroy topological compatibility [81] between mesh and model, or violate geometric

restrictions (see Section 4.2.1). Furthermore, collapsing a boundary edge should consider the

changes to the geometry of mesh domain it will introduce.

Figure 4.2  Tetrahedral subdivision templates.
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Another useful collapse operation is region collapsing, which deletes a tetrahedron next to

boundary and re-classifies the mesh entities being brought onto boundary (pp38-39 of [26]). As

illustrated in Figure 4.5, three types of region collapsing are: (i) removing a boundary face; (ii)

removing two boundary faces, and (iii) removing three boundary faces. Similar to edge collapsing,

region collapsing can not be applied if it geometrically introduces a hole to mesh domain, or vio-

lates the topological compatibility between mesh and model. In case of the first type of region col-

lapse where an interior vertex is re-classified onto boundary (Figure 4.5(a)), the re-classified vertex

has to be relocated onto the model entity it is classified on [50].

4.1.3 Swapping

Swap operation modifies the local mesh connectivity in a cavity. As depicted in Figure 4.6,

two swap operators are most commonly used: face swap and edge swap. Let represent an

edge to be swapped and be the face to be swapped, the associated cavity is for

swapping , and  for swapping .

Edge swapping retriangulates the cavity associated with an edge to remove this edge

(Figure 4.6(a)). It is important to realize that, since there is a large number of possibilities to retri-

angulate the polyhedron in case the edge to be swapped is classified on model region, determin-

ing a new triangulation could be an expensive operation in three dimensions. Let n be the number

of tetrahedra connected to the edge, Nn be the number of possible retriangulation of the cavity,

then,

(4.1)
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with N2 = 2 [25]. Table 4.1 lists Nn as function of n. Thus, to be efficient, n has to be limited ( is

used in current implementation).

Table 4.1 Number of possible triangulations.
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Figure 4.5  Region collapsing.
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Face swap retriangulates the cavity associated with the mesh face to delete the face and

create an interior edge (Figure 4.6(b)), in other words, replace two regions by three mesh regions

( configuration). It is a process that reverses the edge swap case of ( configura-

tion).

Similar to collapsing operation, face/edge swapping can not be performed if it yields

topological incompatibility or violates geometric any geometric restriction, and its application on

curved boundary should consider the changes to the geometry of mesh domain.

4.1.4 Vertex Repositioning

Vertex repositioning operation relocates the position of a vertex, which changes geometry

but preserves mesh topology. The cavity associated with repositioning a vertex consists of all

mesh regions connected to the vertex. Vertex repositioning can not be performed if it would invert

any tetrahedron in the cavity. When repositioning a vertex classified onto a model face or model

edge, the new target position should always locate on that model face or model edge.

Figure 4.6  Swap operators.
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The key issue in repositioning a vertex is to determine an appropriate target location. In

general, this is a constrained optimization problem in terms of a selected objective function (see

for example [6,29]). In [24], de Cougny proposed an effective method that computes target location

based on explicit improvement of worst shape of connected elements (referred to as explicit

smoothing method hereafter). To determine a target location, explicit smoothing involves two

steps: (i) determine an optimal direction that would improve the quality of the worst shaped ele-

ment(s); and (ii) on this direction, define an interval of uncertainty and look for the best of the

worst shape among all the connected elements. Frey and George described method similar to de

Cougny’s in their book (pp230-234 of [31]) by defining “ideal points” in terms of element shape (or

size) criteria. One can also use Laplace method (which use the centroid of the cavity as target

[24,31]) or weighted Laplace method [31,44] that is efficient in terms of speed and usually leads to

“better looking” mesh, but ensures nothing.

In this thesis, de Cougny’s methodology of explicit smoothing is followed and extended

from two aspects to meet the needs of anisotropic mesh adaptation presented in Chapter 6: (i)

respect mesh metric field. In particular, perform all geometric computation in transformed space,

which includes the element quality measure computation, optimal direction computation and etc.;

and (ii) in cases where the goal of vertex repositioning is to eliminate a short edge, explicit

improvement of shortest connected mesh edge(s) in transformed space is used as the criteria.

For technical details of target location computation, see [24].

4.1.5 Compound Operators

There are situations where a single mesh modification operation will not yield the desired

result. However, in many of these situations, the chaining of a small number of these operators,

which can be easily identified and evaluated, will yield the desired result.

Four compound operators are found most useful:

• Double split plus collapse operator;

• Split plus collapse operator;

• Split plus reposition operator;

• Combination of an edge collapsing and edge swapping(s).

Double split collapse operator is aimed to eliminate sliver tetrahedra characterized by

very small volume without short bounding edges and small bounding faces. It can be further con-

sidered when simple swap(s) fails. Figure 4.7 depicts such a sliver tetrahedron and illustrates

reducing this tetrahedron into four mesh faces using the double splits and a collapse operation. As
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shown, given a mesh region and a pair of its opposite edges (indicated by black bullets), the oper-

ation first splits the pair of opposite mesh edges, then collapse the just created interior diagonal

edge. Note that, the double split collapse operation introduces a new vertex (indicated by the cir-

cle in Figure 4.7). In case this new vertex is classified onto a curved boundary, it has to be placed

onto where it is classified [50].

Split collapse operator is designed to eliminate sliver mesh faces characterized by a very

small area without short bounding edges. Also it can be further considered in case swap operation

fails. As depicted in Figure 4.8, given a sliver face and the longest mesh edge that bounds the

sliver face (indicated by black bullet), the compound operation first splits the indicated edge, then

collapse the new interior edge by removing either end vertex. It can be seen that this operation

reduces the sliver face into two mesh edges. In case where the vertex indicated by black bullet sur-

vives, it needs to be placed onto its classified model boundary if it is on curved boundary.

Split plus reposition operation is another alternative to eliminate sliver tetrahedra. Given

a mesh face or a mesh edge, the operation splits the edge or face, then relocate the new vertex.

Split plus reposition operation can be seen as a generalized edge/face split operation in the sense

that the new vertex created has the same classification as the mesh face/edge, but does not reside

on the face/edge.

The goal of combined swap(s) and edge collapse operation is to collapse an edge. Swap

operations are needed to make the edge collapsing successful or make up the dropped element

quality. The input of the compound operation is the configuration of collapsing an edge (an edge

and one of its bounding vertex to be removed), while swap(s) are figured out by the compound

operation itself using the same technique described in Section 5.4.2. Simply speaking, to identify

swap operation(s), it first determines the flat tetrahedron the edge collapsing would produce, then

Figure 4.7  Double split collapse compound operator.

two splits a collapse

Note: figures only show the sliver
tetrahedron. All neighboring
tetrahedra are not depicted.
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identify the key mesh entities to eliminate the flat tetrahedron (or tetrahedra) incrementally, i.e.,

the tetrahedron becomes flat earlier is eliminated first. The compound operation fails if any flat

element can not be eliminated. Figure 4.9 gives a 3D example to clarify the determination of this

compound operation, where vertex can not be collapsed to since would become flat.

By investigating , it is easy to determine the modification that swaps edge to eliminate

. Thus, the compound operation that swaps  plus collapsing out  solves the problem.

4.2 Evaluation

The evaluation of local mesh modifications serves two purposes:

• Ensure satisfying topological and geometric restrictions;

• Guide the determination of local mesh modifications.

Figure 4.8  Split collapse compound operator.
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4.2.1 Topological and Geometric Restrictions

The basic topological restriction requires that the mesh after local mesh modification must

be topologically compatible with the model topology the mesh is classified on. Definitions and

examples of compatibility between mesh and its classified model have been discussed in refer-

ences [81,77]. Figure 4.10 depicts an example to illustrate one possible topological incompatibility

edge collapse operation may cause. In the example, mesh edge , can not be collapsed since

they bridge model edge and . Note that, this paragraph just gives a simple introduction of

topological restrictions and, in current implementation, the topological restriction check for all

simple step operations is taken from previous works.

The geometric restriction of tetrahedral mesh requires that, for any face that bounds two

regions in the mesh, the two mesh regions must locate on different side of the face and both are

not in zero volume. Figure 4.11 depicts a 2D example where an edge swap operation violates the

geometry restriction. The left figure depicts only the two triangles in the mesh that the horizon
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edge bounds, one on top side and another on bottom side. The right shows the mesh of swap-

ping into that violates the geometric restriction since the two new triangles (both shaded)

lie on the same side of .

4.2.2 Predicting the Local Mesh Configuration to be Created

In many cases, several mesh modifications are possible and would yield different result.

Thus, to determine the most appropriate one, the capability of evaluating the interested quantity

of the local mesh configuration to be yielded is needed. For example in the mesh adaptation

described in Chapter 6, two quantities are of interest and need to be predicted in selecting local

mesh modifications:

• the maximum length of new mesh edges in the transformed space, and

• the worst element quality in the transformed space.

Since, when local mesh modification replaces one cavity triangulation with another, the

given information can uniquely determine the new triangulation, or only a few new triangulations

are possible, the quantity of interest can always be predicted by constructing a simple data struc-

ture using existing information of the current mesh. Figure 4.12 illustrates this idea using an edge

collapse operation that removes vertex . To evaluate any quantity related to new mesh edges to

be created, the constructed data structure is simple a list of mesh edges (the list consists of mesh

edge , and in the depicted 2D example) with the position of replaced by the posi-

tion of . To evaluate element level quantity, the data structure is simple a list of mesh region

(the four shaded triangles in the depicted example) again with the position of replaced by that

of . The data structure for evaluating different local mesh modifications are different. For

instance in case where edge swap is evaluated, the data structure would better be a list of vertices

that indicates the new edges (or regions) to be created; in case where region split is evaluated, the

data structure could simply be four vertices of the region to be split, each can be replaced by the

given location to split, and etc.

Note that it is not permitted to modify any mesh topology in evaluation since what data

have been attached to mesh entities is unknown at the local mesh modification level. Furthermore,

to support anisotropic mesh adaptation and infinite possible measures of element quality, the

evaluation process should be able to account for an abstract mesh metric field definition and an

abstract element quality measure definition. Figure 4.13 shows the relation between mesh size

field, element quality computation and the evaluation of local mesh modifications.

Also note that, although it is acceptable to evaluate a small set of possible local mesh mod-

ifications to obtain the most appropriate one, determining a local mesh modification based on
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extensive use of evaluations must be avoided since it can severely reduce efficiency. Effective

selection of local mesh modification is one of the key issues discussed in the two chapters that fol-

low.

4.3 Implementation

All local mesh modifications discussed earlier are implemented in an object oriented

methodology. Previous works, including the execution and topological restriction checks of single

step local mesh modifications, are updated to support a callback mechanism1 and incorporated

into the implementation as specific member functions. The capability of evaluating the result

1. A callback mechanism has been developed to allow users to handle their data related to the mesh
entities in the cavity when the mesh modification is executed. It temporally stops the execution of
local mesh modification, and passes both elements to be modified and elements to be created to
user.

Figure 4.12  Example to show the data structure in evaluating edge collapse.
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mesh configurations in terms of abstract mesh size field and element quality measure are added

for the full set of local mesh modifications again as specific member functions.

This section first introduces an abstract class of element quality measure (Section 4.3.1) so

that the evaluation of local mesh modifications can be general, i.e. independent of specific quality

measure. An overview of these local mesh modification objects and their relationship are then

given in Section 4.3.2.

4.3.1 Abstract Class of Element Quality Measure

Since there are many ways used to measure element quality (see for example

Section 2.2.3.2) and, to be general, the evaluation of local mesh modifications should not depend

on any specific shape measure, an abstract element quality measure class is designed to be wrap-

pers to be all functionality that the evaluations of local mesh modifications need. Figure 4.14

shows the abstract element quality class and its relation with other classes. The role of the abstract

class is similar to that of abstract mesh size field class (see Section 3.1).

The definition of this abstract class, “QualityBase”, is given in Figure 4.15. The only func-

tionality of the abstract class is to compute a value in terms of the definition of an element. It has

assumed that (i) the returned value was scaled onto the interval of [0,1] with zero be the worst ele-

ment quality value and one be the best; and (ii) the bigger the value, the better the element quality.

Also note that, a pointer to the abstract mesh size field class is the member data of the class. In case

the pointer is non-zero, the returned value will be computed in the transformed space the mesh

size field defines.

4.3.2 Local Mesh Modification Objects

The class hierarchy for local mesh modification objects is shown in Figure 4.16. The base

class LocMeshMod wraps around the common data and functionality of all local mesh modifica-

Figure 4.14  Abstract element quality class and related classes.
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tions. Derived from LocMeshMod are the current implementation of each local mesh modification

object. EdgeSplitMod is the edge split object, DSplitClpsMod is the compound operator that splits

two opposite edges of a mesh region then collapse the new interior edge, and etc.

The important parts of the LocMeshMod class are shown in Figure 4.17. There are three

pieces of information common to all local mesh modifications: a pointer to the abstract class of the

mesh size field; a pointer to the abstract class of element quality measure; and the callback func-

tion to be activated in case a local mesh modification is applied. The virtual functions shown here

are valid for all local mesh modifications: inquiring the type of the local mesh modification, check

the topological and geometric validity of the local mesh modification, predict the element quality

and size information, get the elements that fill the cavity (before and after the execution) and exe-

cute the operation.

Each derived class adds additional data and functionality that specifically define an oper-

ation. For edge split operation, this is an edge to be split and a location to add the new vertex; For

Figure 4.15  QualityBase class.

class QualityBase {
protected:

// the pointer to mesh size field
SizeFieldBase *sizeField;

public:
// given a region, compute the quality
virtual double R_shape(pRegion);
// given mesh size and a set of points that define a region, compute the quality
virtual double XYZ_shape(double *[3], pMSize);

};

Figure 4.16  Local mesh modification derivation.
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edge collapse operation, this is an edge to be collapsed and the end vertex of the edge to be

removed; For edge swap operation, this is simply an edge to be swap; For face swap, this is simple

a face; For region collapse, this is a region; For split collapse compound operation, this is a face

and one edge that bounds the face; For double splits collapse compound operation, this is a pair of

opposite edge in a mesh region and the position to add the new vertex; For vertex reposition oper-

ation, this is the vertex to be moved; and for swap(s) collapse operation, this is an edge to be col-

lapsed and the end vertex of the edge to be deleted.

Figure 4.17  Base class of local mesh modifications.

class LocMeshMod {
protected:

// mesh size field
SizeFieldBase *pSizeField;
// element quality measure
QualityBase *shpMeasure;
// callback function to activate in execution
CBfunc function_CB;

public:
// get the type of current local mesh modification
virtual int type();
// check if the local mesh modification will violate topological restrictions
virtual int topoCheck();
// check geometric restriction and return the value of worst local quality if requested
virtual double geomCheck();
// compute the maximum/minimum edge length of the new triangulation
virtual void sizeCheck(&min, &max);
// get a list of regions that define the cavity
virtual pPList getCavity();
// execute the local mesh modification
virtual int apply(pMesh);

};
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CHAPTER 5

Accounting for Curved Domains

5.1 Introduction

Mesh enrichment by element subdivision, commonly referred to as h-refinement, of tetra-

hedral elements has been well studied in the context of polyhedral geometry domains (see for

example [7,13,23,54,76]) when the domain of the mesh and the geometry is identical for all

meshes. In the case of curved domains approximated by straight-sided elements, one can apply

standard refinement procedures which split the edges of the initial mesh thus employing that ini-

tial geometric approximation through the mesh enrichment process. Although, the results of such

a practice may be acceptable in some situations, the solutions obtained are that of a different

geometry than the original problem and the solutions to the two problems can be quite different,

particularly with respect to local parameters of interest like the stresses in a mechanical part.

The alternative is to use the knowledge of the actual geometric domain during the h-

refinement procedures to project the new vertices onto the correct geometry thus ensuring the

results converge to the solution on the correct domain. The complexity in this approach is that

although the process of projecting the vertices to the curved boundary, to be referred to as snap-

ping in this chapter, is straight forward for most of the refinement vertices on the curved model

boundaries, it is common for this process to produce invalid elements for a number of the vertices.

Consider Figure 5.1 for such an example. In this case a mesh edge bounding a portion of a circular

hole is selected for refinement. Figure 5.1(b) shows just the refined element and the neighboring

element that contains the point the new vertex should be snapped to for it to be placed properly

on the boundary of the hole. As Figure 5.1(c) shows, the process of snapping the new vertex will

invert one of the elements (the shaded triangle) yielding an invalid mesh.

Jones [40] and De Cougny [23] have pointed out the need to project refinement vertices to

curved geometries and discussed the application of mesh modification when the projection pro-

cess would yield invalid elements [23]. However, the procedures presented to date are limited to

the ad-hoc application of specific operations with no analysis of ensuring the ability to introduce

improvement in the geometric approximation [23]. Thus the current practice is to either not snap

the vertices to the curved boundary, or to snap those vertices that easily project and leave any

remaining vertices unsnapped. This chapter presents a procedure for snapping vertices to the

curved geometry that is based on a more detailed analysis of the modifications that need to be

applied for the vertex to move toward the boundary and included operations that can always be

applied to yield an improved geometric approximation.
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Section 5.2 presents an overview of the entire procedure which includes two stages. The

first stage applies local mesh modifications such that the vertex being snapped is moved at least as

far as the plane that causes the first element to become invalid. Section 5.3 indicates why it is criti-

cal to apply modifications that ensure vertex movement to at least this “first problem plane”,

while Section 5.4 discusses the determination and application of local mesh modification opera-

tions. The second stage of the procedure is applied when the limited number of mesh modifica-

tions considered in the first stage do not complete the movement of the vertex to the boundary.

Although it is clear that the addition of increasingly complex local mesh modifications would

allow more vertices to be snapped to the boundary, there is no clear proof of the minimal set of

such operators that will ensure progress on snapping the vertex. Therefore, the second stage

applies a cavity retriangulation procedure (explained in Section 5.5) that ensures progress.

Section 5.6 demonstrates the application of the procedure on example problems. Note that

although throughout the description of the procedures figures of 2D examples are provided to

explain specific concepts, all the procedures described have been fully implemented for 3D tetra-

hedral meshes.

5.2 Overview of the Vertex Snapping Procedure

The snapping algorithm is incorporated within a h-version mesh adaptation procedure. It

deals with placing the refinement vertices created on mesh edges or faces that lie on curved model

boundaries onto those curved boundaries. For computational efficiency, the procedure consists of

two stages. Given a list of vertices to be snapped, the first stage snaps those vertices that can move

directly to the boundary with no problem and those that can be addressed by application of sim-

ple local mesh modifications. The second stage addresses the small number of vertices that the

first stage does not address through the application of a local retriangulation process.

Figure 5.1  Snapping a vertex that creates a geometric invalidity.

(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 5.2 gives the overall pseudo-code for the first stage of the procedure. For any vertex

in the list, this stage first tries to snap it by a repositioning operation. If repositioning is not suc-

cessful, a set of local mesh modification operations are considered with the goal of moving the ver-

tex at least as far as the first plane where a connected element in the original mesh would have

become invalid. If a local modification is found that allows the vertex to be moved to that plane it

is performed and the vertex is moved onto that plane. Remove the vertex from the list if it has

reached the boundary, otherwise leave it in the list. Process the next vertex in the list. Since verti-

ces in the list may be snapped incrementally and topologically neighboring vertices may interact

with one other, this stage will traverse the list repeatedly until it is empty or none of the remaining

vertices can be further moved by the available modification operators.

The second stage is required only in the case when the list is not empty after the first stage

meaning that some vertices are not yet on the appropriate curved boundary. In the second stage

the remaining vertices in the list are addressed through the application of a cavity construction

and triangulation algorithm. If any new boundary vertices are created during cavity triangulation

that need to be snapped, they will be inserted into the list and processed. As discussed in

Section 5.4, any such new vertices are on a new local boundary triangulation that is an improved

approximation to the curved geometry. It is possible to apply the local triangulation process so

long as the cavity size has not degraded to the point where there are numerical precision prob-

lems. Since the cavity triangulation procedure does have the flexibility of introducing new vertices

on the cavity boundary when required, the process is not provably guaranteed to converge in a

fixed number of steps. In the large number of test cases performed the procedure has always con-

verged in a small number of steps (Section 6 presents more information on this) due to the fact that

Figure 5.2  Pseudo-code to snap vertices by repositioning and local modification.

While any vertex in the list still can be moved forward
determine a target move for the next vertex in the list
if the next vertex can be moved to target location without a problem, then

move to that location and remove the vertex from list
else

determine the first problem plane preventing the motion
determine the best local modification to move the vertex to at least its first problem plane
if such a local modification is acceptable, then

perform this modification and remove the vertex from list if it is now on boundary
end if

end if
end while
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the cavity mesher only infrequently introduces new vertices on the boundary and those vertices

are closer to the curved geometry than the original refinement vertex that forced the application of

cavity triangulation.

Since the goal of the vertex snapping process is to place each new boundary vertex on the

appropriate boundary such that a valid mesh of well shaped elements is maintained, there is not a

unique target location to be used for that process. At any point in the process of moving a vertex to

the boundary the target location is a current suggested location that is selected to be placed such

that the mesh entities connected to it have appropriate sizes. One target location that is efficient to

generate is the average parametric value as depicted for a simple two-dimensional case in

Figure 5.3. In this case the half parametric value is very near the half arc-length yielding well

shaped elements. Cases when the parametric space is distorted such that the average parametric

value is not a good selection, edge cord lengths are used as approximations to the arc length to

estimate and adjust parameter value to be used. This process will repeat until the difference in the

edge cord lengths is not too large. Note that when a mesh modification is performed and the mesh

vertex is only moved partway toward the model boundary, it is necessary to recalculate a new tar-

get location to account for the new mesh topology.

5.3 The Need to Move at Least to the First Problem Plane

A critical aspect of the selection and application of mesh modification operations is ensur-

ing that a selected mesh modification is making appropriate progress toward the goal of placing

the refinement vertex on the model boundary. As indicated in this section, the basic requirement

for this is ensuring that the mesh vertex moves at least to the first problem plane.

Figure 5.3  An example of target location calculation.
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5.3.1 Definition of the "First Problem Plane"

Definition 5.1. A mesh face is “opposite” to a mesh vertex with respect to a tetrahedral

mesh region if the mesh face and mesh vertex are on the closure of the mesh region, but the mesh

vertex is not on the closure of the mesh face.

Definition 5.2. A “problem plane” with respect to a mesh vertex to be snapped to a given

target location is the plane defined by the opposite mesh face when the vertex and the target loca-

tion are on opposite sides of the plane. The “first problem plane” is the problem plane that the vec-

tor from the vertex to be snapped to the given target location intersects first.

Figure 5.4 demonstrates the concept of first problem plane when snapping vertex . As

indicated by dashed lines, there are five potential problem planes, through , one each for

the elements connected to . For this example the problem planes are through with the

first problem plane being . Figure 5.5 indicates situations where the first problem plane corre-

sponds to more than one opposite face because the point of intersection with the planes of those

faces are coincident. Figure 5.5(a) depicts a coplanar situation, where the first problem plane con-

tains four mesh faces opposite to (the four shaded triangles). Figure 5.5(b) shows a case where

there are two problem planes that become active at the same time. In this case either plane can be

considered the first problem plane.

5.3.2 Need to Pass the First Problem Plane

In many cases, it can take more than one step of mesh modification to snap the vertex to

the boundary. In those cases it is important to realize that it is critical to move the vertex at least as

far as the first problem plane to avoid situations where the process continues to take ever smaller

steps.
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Figure 5.4  A 2D example of the first problem plane.
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The basic requirement is “any local modification applied to snap a mesh vertex must

ensure that the vertex is moved at least to its first problem plane”. The requirement is justified

through the simple example depicted in Figure 5.6. Figure 5.6(a) indicates the edges to be split as

dashed lines, while Figure 5.6(b) shows the mesh after splitting as well as indicating the boundary

mesh vertex, , that needs to be snapped. Figure 5.6(c) shows a movement of that does not

pass the first problem plane. Clearly, poorly-shaped elements are created. More importantly, a

strategy that allows incremental mesh modification without getting to at least the first problem

plane can lead to many increments yielding ever decreasing local mesh quality. On the other hand,

performing an operation that requires moving to at least the first problem plane ensures the elimi-

nation of the first element that would have its shape continue to degrade. Figure 5.6(d) shows the

result after collapsing  to , which gets  onto its first problem plane.

5.4 Application of Local Mesh Modifications

The ability to move a vertex to at least the first problem plane requires the application of

local mesh modifications. This section discusses the selection and application of appropriate local

modifications when a simple vertex repositioning to a target boundary location does not succeed.

The determination of the appropriate local mesh modification includes (i) determination

of a set of locations on the first problem plane and/or a target location on the boundary, and (ii)

the determination if there are local mesh modifications to make the move acceptable. When the

motion to a location on the boundary will cause one or more elements to become invalid, the pro-

cedure focuses on moving the mesh vertex onto the first problem plane. The selection of the

Figure 5.5  Two specific cases of first problem plane.
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desired location on the first problem plane is focused on which location provides the most advan-

tageous selection with respect to the resulting mesh. For example, using the location of an existing

mesh vertex of an appropriate mesh face on the first problem plane often easily accomplished by a

simple collapse operation which does not have an adverse effect on the shapes of the resulting

mesh.

5.4.1 Collapse to Mesh Vertices on First Problem Plane

The first local modification considered is edge collapse in which the vertex to be snapped

is collapsed to a location of an existing mesh vertex on the first problem plane.

Figure 5.7 shows how the edge collapse can be determined with respect to snapping ver-

tex . Figure 5.7(a) depicts a situation where there is only one problem face on the first problem

plane. In this case, three edge collapses, collapsing to , or (indicated by arrows),

are possible. Of the possible collapses that maintain mesh validity the one yielding the best ele-

ment quality is selected. Figure 5.7(b) depicts a situation of two problem mesh faces with a com-

mon mesh edge, where two edge collapses, collapsing to or , are possible. If both collapses

Figure 5.6  2D example to show the need to move past first problem plane.
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maintain mesh validity the one yielding the best element quality is selected. In the situation of

multiple problem faces with a common mesh vertex as shown in Figure 5.7(c), if possible, collaps-

ing to the common vertex is the choice. Figure 5.7(d) illustrates a situation without a common ver-

tex. In this case no single step operator can move onto its first problem plane. However,

consideration of a compound operator in which is collapsed to an existing mesh vertex on first

problem plane, in conjunction with other local mesh modifications that eliminate the tetrahedra

that would become flat after that edge collapse is often possible.

A key reason why collapsing to a vertex on the first problem plane is favored is that it

does not create or move any vertices. Therefore, most neighboring elements are not affected and

thus maintain their current shape quality and size. Although a collapse operation will alter the

size of affected elements, the situation under consideration is one where the vertex is being

requested to move into the mesh far enough to have element volumes go to zero. Therefore, the

collapse usually does not increase the size of remaining elements past the size being requested by

the adaptive procedure. Performing other mesh modifications without a collapse included is typi-

Figure 5.7  Edge collapses pulling  onto its first problem plane.M0
0

(a) a single problem face (b) two problem faces with a common edge
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cally computationally more expensive and by themselves often do not yield a situation where it

becomes possible to move the vertex to the first problem plane.

Figure 5.8 demonstrates the issue just discussed with respect to a 2D example.

Figure 5.8(a) shows the original local mesh and the vertex to be snapped, , while Figure 5.8(b)

shows the mesh after is collapsed to . Note that this collapse operation effectively deletes

two elements that were outside the domain the mesh represents and did not alter the size or shape

of any remaining elements. Placing on the boundary from this location now requires only a

small motion. On the other hand, Figure 5.8(c) shows the resulting mesh after swapping and

moving to a location on its first problem plane but not an existing vertex. Three elements have

had their size and shape changed and the vertex must still be moved a substantial distance

and pass a problem plane to be placed on the boundary. Although the example of Figure 5.8 was

constructed to demonstrate specific points, study of the application of different ordering and vari-

ants of the mesh modification operators to snap vertices created by adaptive 3-dimensional refine-

ment confirms the importance of first focusing on collapsing to a vertex on the first problem face

in terms of the speed of the procedure and quality of the resulting mesh.

(a)original local mesh with good vertex distribution (b)after collapsing to

(c) after swapping  and moving to a location that is not an existing vertex
Figure 5.8  Example to show why collapsing to an existing vertex is preferred.
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5.4.2 Application of Additional Local Mesh Modifications

Although collapsing to an existing vertex is the preferred first mesh modification to con-

sider, there are situations where alternative mesh modification operations either eliminate the

problem plane or allow motion to the problem plane. Often these are compound operations that

include a collapse. Therefore, in cases where a simple edge collapse is not satisfactory it is useful

to consider other mesh modification operations. Although there are a large number of specific

combinations of mesh modifications that can be attempted, consideration of a large number of

combinations showed a relatively small number have a high enough success rate to justify the

computational effort required. Including more than this subset tends to decrease the overall effi-

ciency of the process with no increase in robustness since the vertices not addressed with mesh

modification are addressed by cavity meshing.

In cases where the application of an edge collapse is not successful because elements

become invalid, it is straight forward to determine if the configuration of those elements is such

that they could be eliminated by the efficient region collapse operation.

Application of edge or face swap is a possible means to eliminate problem face. Figure 5.9

shows a simple example of such a situation where snapping vertex to the desired location on

the boundary is precluded due to a problem face. It is possible to collapse to on the prob-

lem face. However, this is not acceptable since it undoes the requested refinement that introduced

. If instead the edge is swapped the problem face is eliminated and can be snapped to

the desired location. (Note that in this example, the amount of mesh motion in moving to the

desired location on the boundary does substantially increase the size of elements so that addi-

tional refinement is needed to recover the desired mesh size field.) Another operation that has

been found to be potentially useful is to collapse a short edge (with respect to the requested mesh

sizes) that is attached to the problem plane and thus eliminate (by deletion or movement) the

problem plane.

Figure 5.9  Application of a swap operation to eliminate a problem face.
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There are a large number of swap operations that can be considered to eliminate a prob-

lem face. Since the level of computational effort required to examine all possible swaps is large, it

is useful to use information on the desired direction of vertex motion to limit the number of swaps

considered. Figure 5.10 demonstrates the simple construct used for this purpose. The plane of the

problem face is subdivided into seven subareas defined by extending the mesh edges of the prob-

lem face. There is one area associated with each mesh edge of the problem face (areas I) and one

associated with each mesh vertex of the problem face (areas II). If the intersection between the

plane and the ray from to its target is in the area associated with an edge, then swapping that

edge, or the edge opposite it with respect to the tetrahedron are considered. For example, in

Figure 5.10 the intersection location is in the area associated with . Therefore, swapping

and are considered. In the case where the intersection is in the areas associated with a vertex,

swapping the face associated with the other three vertices and the three edges bounding that face

are considered.

Application of splitting an edge (or two edges) and properly collapsing a vertex is a possi-

ble means to eliminate a problem face that can not be eliminated by swap operations, especially

when swap fails due to topological restrictions. Figure 5.11 illustrates such a situation with respect

to snapping in which a sliver problem face can not be eliminated by swapping since is

classified on a model edge ( ). However, if is split, followed by collapsing to the

new vertex, the problem face is eliminated and can be snapped (note that the new vertex

needs to be snapped later).

In situations where the distance between model entities is small compared to the local

mesh edge lengths, mesh faces on the first problem plane can be classified on other model entities.

Figure 5.12 shows such a situation in which it is clear that it is not possible to satisfactorily move

onto without the elimination of . However, application of a split of the mesh entity

and snapping that new vertex to the appropriate model entity will improve the local geometric

Figure 5.10  Determination of desired swap operations.
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approximation of that model entity such that there is room to snap the original vertex under con-

sideration. The application of this process is shown in Figure 5.12.

5.5 Local Cavity Remeshing Procedure

As will be demonstrated by the results presented (Section 6) the limited number of mesh

modification operations described above resolve the majority, but not all, of the mesh vertices to

be snapped to the boundary. It is possible to consider development of more logic to evaluate addi-

tional multiple step mesh modification operations. In theory there is such a set of mesh modifica-

tion operations that can ensure the ability to snap all the vertices to the boundary. However, the

inability to define an algorithm that provably ensures one can determine the needed mesh modifi-

cation steps indicates an alternative procedure is needed. One such alternative is the appropriate

application of a reliable cavity meshing procedure [10]. Although we do not have the proof that

the application of the cavity meshing procedure ensures snapping of all vertices, it has been found

to work in all cases performed to date. Conjecture as to why it is an advantageous and reliable

procedure to apply is indicated below.

To understand the cavity retriangulation procedure refer to the 2D example in Figure 5.13.

In this example, indicates a boundary mesh vertex created during refinement that needs to be

snapped. Figure 5.13(b) shows the model edge and the boundary mesh entities connected to .

Figure 5.11  Application of split and collapse.

Figure 5.12  Application of splitting an edge classified on a nearby model entity.
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The two boundary mesh vertices, and , can be easily identified (since they are connected to

through a boundary mesh edge). The first step in the application of the procedure is to intro-

duce an alternative triangulation of the portion of the model boundary originally covered by those

mesh entities that includes one or more new vertices. This triangulation is independently defined

and the added mesh vertices are properly positioned on the model boundary they are classified

on. As Figure 5.13(c) shows for this simple 2-D case this new triangulation consists of the three

mesh edges traversing from to to to . The next step is to determine the highest

order mesh entities that “interact” with the piece of boundary triangulation just defined. This set

of mesh entities includes those that intersect the new triangulation or are “outside” the triangula-

tion. For our 2-D example, these mesh entities are the mesh faces with hollow circles shown in

Figure 5.13(d). In the next step the interacting mesh entities are deleted from the mesh. This will

create an un-meshed cavity between the newly defined piece of surface triangulation and the

remaining mesh (Figure 5.13(e)). This cavity is then processed by the cavity meshing procedure

[43] to create a local triangulation (Figure 5.13(f)) thus completing the process in the present exam-

ple.

The subsections that follow discuss the technical aspects of this process for the three

dimensional situation. Section 5.5.1 indicates the determination of mesh edges that define the por-

tion(s) of the model face(s) to be retriangulated and Section 5.5.2 discusses their triangulation.

Section 5.5.3 presents the procedure that deletes mesh entities to create an un-meshed cavity

between the new triangulation and the remaining mesh. Section 5.5.4 indicates how that cavity is

triangulated, discusses the possibility of creating new mesh vertices classified on the boundary of

the model that will also need to be snapped and indicates how those vertices are handled.
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5.5.1 Determination of Loop to Isolate Portion of Model Face

Definition 5.3: Given as a mesh vertex to be snapped, is defined as the set of

mesh edges opposite to with respect to mesh faces classified on model faces that bounds.

A mesh edge is opposite to if the edge and bound the same mesh face and is not in the

closure of the edge.

allows us to identify loops that bound the portion of the model face that needs to

be retriangulated for each model face bounds. For instance in the example depicted in

(a) original local situation to snap (b) model edge and boundary mesh entities connected
to

(c) a new triangulation of the isolated portion (d) the original local mesh with interacting elements
marked by circles

(e) the new triangulation and the remaining local
mesh after deletion

(f) the snapped local mesh

Figure 5.13  2D demonstration of cavity construction and remeshing algorithm.
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Figure 5.14(a), consists of four edges, which form a loop (indicated by dashed lines) and

isolate a portion of the semi-sphere surface; while in the example of Figure 5.14(b), consists

of six edges, three classified on and the other three classified on , which isolate a segment

of the model edge and two pieces of model faces, one piece for and another for . These six

mesh edges and mesh edges classified on the isolated portion of the common model edge are used

to construct two loops, one for each model face.

5.5.2 Generate a New Triangulation for Isolated Portion of Model Face

Definition 5.4: The new geometry triangulation of the portion of model face(s) isolated by

 is termed .

To ensure that improves the geometry approximation of the local portion of the

model boundary and the mesh sizes match what was requested by the refinement procedure, the

triangulation must create new vertices on the model boundary. Specifically, if is classified on a

model face, the new triangulation is required to have mesh vertex generated internal to

; and if it is classified on a model edge, the triangulation requires new vertex classified

on the edge internal to and there may, or may not, be new mesh vertices generated internal

to the loops for each of the faces as desired.

The method to generate is described in Figure 5.15 in pseudo-code form. For a

model face bounds, its portion to be retriangulated is isolated by a loop of mesh edges classi-

fied onto the model face closure. If is classified on the model face, the loop is simply defined

by all edges in . If is classified on the model edge there is a loop for each face that edge

bounds. For each face the loop consists of new mesh edges generated when remeshing the seg-

(a) snap  classified on a semi-sphere surface (b) snap  classified on a model edge

Figure 5.14  Simple examples to explain the definition of .
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ment of model edge and the mesh edges of that are classified on that model face or its clo-

sure. Once the portion of the model face is isolated, it is sent to a surface mesher [22] for

triangulation.

Figure 5.16 demonstrates the triangulation, , for the two examples given in

Figure 5.14. In Figure 5.16(a) is classified on a model face so the new triangulation is gener-

ated simply by sending the loop and the face to a surface mesher and requesting the loop be trian-

gulated with at least one vertex added interior to the loop. In Figure 5.16(a) three mesh vertices

internal to were inserted. In Figure 5.16(b) is classified on a model edge in which case

the first step is to place at least two mesh edges on the portion of model edge isolated by .

In this example, mesh vertex was added on the model edge to define two new mesh edges. A

new triangulation is then generated for the isolated portion of each face bounding. For this exam-

ple, there are two model faces, therefore two loops are triangulated. When triangulating the left

face  was inserted to create mesh edges of the requested length.

Figure 5.15  Pseudo-code to generate .

(a) classified on semi-sphere face (b) classified on model edge

Figure 5.16  Simple examples to demonstrate .
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There are two reasons why the loop of mesh edges for a portion of a face to be re-triangu-

lated needs to be expanded. First, when is classified on a model edge it is possible that the

loop can not be properly triangulated. The source of this potential problem is the fact that the geo-

metric approximation of the edge is required to be locally improved. Explaining this problem and

its solution is easiest in the case where the surface triangulation is done in a projected parametric

coordinate system. Consider the example shown in Figure 5.17. Figure 5.17(a) shows a local por-

tion of the model face in the parametric plane and the vertex to be snapped, , which is classi-

fied on a model edge that is curved in the parametric space. The mesh edges of on this

model face connect to and to . When the new vertex, , is introduced on the

model edge the loop created connects to to to to (Figure 5.17(b)) which self

intersects in the parametric space and can not be triangulated. By expanding the loop to to

to to to to (Figure 5.17(c)) the self intersection is eliminated and the loop can be

triangulated.

A second reason for loop expansion is to avoid creation of poorly shaped mesh faces.

Again this situation is most easily described when the loop is triangulated in the parametric plane.

Figure 5.18(a) demonstrated this for a situation where the new mesh vertex, , on the model

edge is too close to another edge in the loop, . As before, it is straight forward to expand the

loop as indicated in Figure 5.18(b).

5.5.3 Cavity Creation by Deletion of Interacted Mesh Entities

Definition 5.5: The set of mesh faces that are the original triangulation of the piece of model

face bounded by that contains is termed . A subscript is added to indicate

that  may change during cavity construction process.

Figure 5.17  An example to solve self-intersected loop by expansion.
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Since both and are bounded by , and are a triangulation of

the same piece of model face, the union of them ( ) defines an initial cavity

(or cavities). Consider the two 2D examples in Figure 5.19 to understand the initial cavity defined

in this manner and further consider if that cavity is empty, thus making it a valid cavity to be trian-

gulated by the cavity mesher. Figure 5.19(a) shows a cavity (the shaded area) that is constructed

on top of the existing local mesh. It is empty and its triangulation will conform to the existing local

mesh. Therefore, the cavity is valid and can be triangulated. In the example depicted in

Figure 5.19(b), the initial cavity (the shaded area) is not empty and can not be triangulated. How-

ever, as indicated in rightmost figure, can be expanded to by the deletion

of appropriate mesh entities so that the cavity bounded by is an empty

cavity that can be triangulated.

When the local geometry bounds is non-manifold (e.g. is classified on a model

face that bounds two model regions or in classified on a model edge that bounds multiple

model regions), will define multiple cavities, at least one for each model

Figure 5.18  Example to expand a loop to improve resulting mesh quality.

(a) a good initial cavity (b) an initial cavity that needs expanding
Figure 5.19  Two-manifold examples to demonstrate the cavity to be defined.
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region bounds. Figure 5.20 shows a 2D example where bounds two model faces and two

cavities are created after the appropriate deletion of mesh entities (the two shaded areas with dif-

ferent patterns).

Given an initial cavity consisting of , , , the subsections that

follow discuss the algorithm used to first determine if bounds a proper

cavity, and then to expand until creates a valid and acceptable

cavity. The expansion process first determines and deletes mesh entities that “intersect” the cavity.

It then deletes any disconnected mesh entities in the cavity created during the first step. This pro-

cess yields a valid cavity. However, further cavity expansion may be desired to produce a cavity

that can be triangulated with properly shaped elements.

5.5.3.1 Delete Intersecting Mesh Entities and Expand Cavity

Deletion of intersecting mesh entities is a two step process in which tetrahedra bounded

by a mesh edge in are deleted first. This is followed by deletion of intersecting tetrahedra

not bounded by a mesh edge in .

Deleting interacting tetrahedra bounded by an edge in

The pseudo-code to delete interacting tetrahedra bounded by an edge of is

described in Figure 5.21. The algorithm starts from a on , and gets the two mesh faces

that bounds, one from (referred to as ) and another from (referred

to as ). Also get , the tetrahedra bounds. Next intersect the closure of each tetra-

hedron in with the closure of minus the closure of and place those that intersect

in the set of tetrahedra to be deleted. Figure 5.22 depicts the three dimension situation with respect

to intersecting (the shaded triangle) with a tetrahedron in . Since and the tetra-

Figure 5.20  Non-manifold example to demonstrate the cavity to be defined.
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hedron are bounded by edge , they are intersected if and only if is on or between the two

half-planes containing and , where is the vertex of that does not bound , and

 and  are the two mesh faces of the tetrahedron  bounds.

If there is no intersection between and , continue to another edge of

and repeat. If there is an intersection, add the intersecting tetrahedron and tetrahedra in

sharing faces with tetrahedra into the set until reaching , then continue to another edge of

 and repeat.

After all edges in are processed, delete the tetrahedra placed in the set and update

. When deleting a tetrahedron, is updated to by considering

the four mesh faces of this tetrahedron. The mesh faces classified in a model region that have no

tetrahedron attached are eliminated from , otherwise, they are added to

(note that faces in have been re-classified in model region since they do not represent

the local boundary any more).

Figure 5.21  Pseudo-code to delete interacting tetrahedra.

Figure 5.22  3D illustration of intersecting  with a tetrahedron in .
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Figure 5.23 demonstrates why tetrahedra in between and must also be

deleted. Figure 5.23(a) shows the four elements bounds, as well as , and a shell

defined by the union of and . Figure 5.23(b) shows the results of deleting the

intersecting element . However, this has not deleted all the elements between and as

needed to open that portion of the cavity. Element must be deleted to ensure the space

between and is within the cavity (Figure 5.23(c)). In general, there can be multiple ele-

ments in this space that have to be deleted.

Delete intersecting tetrahedra not bounded by any edge in

Since the cavity to be constructed must have no self-intersection, the closure of

and intersects only at mesh entities in . Once all edges in are processed,

and is the updated to , , any other intersections between the closure of

and must be determined and dealt with. If intersections are found and the

intersecting face from is classified onto a model region, the intersection can be

resolved by deleting this intersecting face, the tetrahedron attached on it, and updating

.

In case the intersecting mesh face in some is classified on a model face (this

is rare but possible when the distance between local model entities are small compared to local

mesh edge length), the current and do not represent a good enough

approximation to those portions of the model boundary since the mesh faces classified on those

model entities self-intersect. If this arises, see if there are any unsnapped vertices in .

If there are, they should be snapped to the boundary to improve the local geometric approxima-

Figure 5.23  Example to show the need to delete .
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tion. If there are none, or there are still intersections after any unsnapped vertices are snapped, one

or both of the local triangulations and will need to have their geometric

approximation improved through further refinement and snapping.

Figure 5.24 gives the pseudo-code of the algorithm to delete non-bounded tetrahedra. Ter-

mination is guaranteed since model entities do not self-intersect and with the expansion of cavity

and recursive refinement of all intersecting faces, all self-intersections will be eliminated.

5.5.3.2 Delete Disconnected Mesh Entities and Expand Cavity

After deletion of intersecting entities, has been updated to , .

it is possible that the portion of associated with a single cavity has been split into two

or more “disconnected” pieces. For the purposes of the current algorithm, two pieces are referred

to as “disconnected” if there is no common mesh edge between the two pieces. Figure 5.25 shows

a “disconnected”  where the only common mesh entity is a mesh vertex.

Figure 5.26 gives a 2D example to demonstrate how mesh entities may become discon-

nected. Figure 5.26(a) depicts a situation where is to be snapped. In the image is

defined by the bold line and by the edges marked by hollow circles. Figure 5.26(b)

shows after and all faces intersecting are deleted. This process has left

the two shaded elements disconnected, and edges in has grown from two edges to

Figure 5.24  Pseudo-code to solve self-intersections.
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eleven edges, seven that bound the desired final and four that bound the discon-

nected piece of mesh.

Figure 5.27 gives the pseudo-code that checks and eliminates disconnected mesh entities.

It begins by marking as connected a mesh face of that is bounded by a mesh edge of

. Other mesh faces of that share an edge with faces marked are also marked as

connected. The process terminates when there are no edge neighbors left to mark as connected.

Any mesh faces of that are not marked connected after this step are part of a discon-

nected portion of the mesh that is to be deleted. Any tetrahedron connected to such a face is

deleted and any bounding faces of those tetrahedra that remain are appended into ,

but not marked as connected. The process continues until only contains faces that are

marked as connected.

Figure 5.25   Picture of disconnected .

Figure 5.26  2D example to illustrate the creation of disconnected elements.
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5.5.3.3 Expand Cavity if Any Mesh Entities of Cavity are Close

The procedures given in Section 5.5.3.1 and Section 5.5.3.2 will update to

( ) and will create a valid cavity. However, it is possible that sending it to the cav-

ity meshing procedure will yield some poorly shaped elements. For instance, if the three cavities

given in Figure 5.28-5.29 are sent to a cavity mesher for triangulation, the small angle and short

distance will remain in the resulting mesh, leading to poorly-shaped elements. Further expansion

of the cavity is used to eliminate these problems when possible.

The procedure to further expand the cavity consists of three steps:

• Check and eliminate small dihedral angles

For each edge in  (including edges on ), get the two faces on the cavity it

bounds, and calculate the dihedral angle between the two faces. If the angle is too small, the

Figure 5.27  Pseudo-code to check and delete disconnected mesh entities.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.28  2D examples of close cavity mesh entities.
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tetrahedron connected to a face in that is not classified on the model boundary is

deleted, and the cavity is expanded.

• Check and eliminate short vertex-face distance

For each interior vertex of , determine the shortest distance to faces in .

If the distance is too small, all tetrahedra connected to the vertex are deleted with the cavity

expanded.

• Check and eliminate short edge-edge distance

For each interior edge of , determine the shortest distance to interior edges in

. If the distance is too small, delete all tetrahedra connected to the edge from

 and expand the cavity.

5.5.4 Cavity Triangulation and Handling of New Boundary Vertices

Once a cavity is completed it is meshed by a robust cavity triangulation procedure [43]. As

with any cavity triangulation procedure, the present procedure is required to not alter the shape of

the cavity. However, the robustness of the procedure lies in the fact that it avoids the need to rely

on interior vertex insertion only by allowing the mesh edges on the boundary of the cavity to be

split. As discussed in reference [43], this process does not create a problem when meshing interior

cavities since the existing mesh entities outside the cavity can also be split. The introduction of

such vertices on a portion of the cavity boundary belonging to does require two specific

considerations in the present algorithm.

The first consideration arises when a vertex is introduced on a portion of

shared by two cavities. If it is introduced during the triangulation of the first cavity, the second

Figure 5.29  A valid but poorly-shaped 3D cavity.
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cavity must be up-dated to reflect its presence before it is triangulated. If it is introduced during

triangulation of the second cavity, the appropriate mesh entities in the first cavity must be split.

The second consideration is that the new vertex will need to be snapped to the boundary

when it is classified on a curved model face or edge. The way this is handled in the procedure is to

simply place any such vertex back into the list of vertices to be snapped and process it using the

overall procedure. This approach does, however, have the potential disadvantage of the creation

of an infinite loop in the following way: The vertex can not be directly snapped and the mesh

modification procedures do not take care of it, in which case it is comes back to the cavity mesher.

Although the cavity mesher will eliminate the vertex, it can introduce new vertices that will have

to be snapped, thus defining a potential infinite loop. In practice the infinite loop can be avoided

by putting a finite limit to the number of iterations of new vertex introduction by cavity meshing.

Of course, if that limit were to be hit, the remaining vertices would not be snapped.

A large number of difficult cases have been tested and to date not one example has

reached the limit placed in the code. Therefore, all the vertices have been snapped to the bound-

ary. An explanation of why new boundary vertices introduced during cavity meshing have not

caused a problem is indicated in Figure 5.30. Figure 5.30(a) shows the local mesh and model

boundary (bold line) with respect to snap vertex . Figure 5.30(b) shows (indicated

by dashed line), which improves local geometry approximation by adding mesh vertex , as

well as the cavity (shaded area), and a triangulation of the cavity that introduces vertex on

. Since the process of constructing improves the geometric approximation of

the local surface triangulation, vertices created by splitting edges of , in the present case

, are generally closer to model boundary than the original vertex to be snapped, and are there-

fore easier to snap to the boundary.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.30  An example to show snapping  is easier than snapping .
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5.6 Examples

Four examples are given in this section to demonstrate the application of the vertex snap-

ping procedure. In each case an initial coarse mesh goes through a set of refinement and coarsen-

ing steps to match a specified mesh size field. In a refinement and coarsening step all mesh entities

are traversed a single time to see if they match the given mesh size field. If mesh edges are too long

they are marked for refinement and if too short they are marked for coarsening. Refinement is

then performed using refinement templates and coarsening by edge collapse. The vertex snapping

procedure is applied after each complete refinement and coarsening step.

5.6.1 Torus with Holes

Figure 5.31 shows the parasolid model of a torus with four cylindrical holes, a coarse ini-

tial mesh, and the mesh after the seven steps of mesh adaptation as needed to match the specified

mesh size field. Referring to a coordinate system with origin at center of the torus, x-axis along the

center-line of the small hole, the isotropic mesh size field to control the adaptation is defined as:

(5.1)

where r0 is the radius of the small hole. The close-up picture shows the final mesh around a small

hole. Figure 5.32 shows the intermediate meshes after each adaptation step. As shown, for each

step, all boundary mesh vertices are snapped by the vertex snapping procedure.

Table 5.1 lists the number of mesh vertices snapped by repositioning, local mesh modifica-

tion, or local cavity triangulation in each adaptation step. It can be seen that, although most verti-

ces are snapped simply by a repositioning, a substantial number of vertices in each step are

snapped by performing local mesh modification operations. In addition, in most steps a few mesh

vertices need to be addressed by the local cavity triangulation procedure. As indicated by the last

column of Table 5.1, four new boundary vertices were created during the application of the twelve

cavity meshing operations. When processed by the vertex snapping procedure, three of the new

vertices were simply snapped by re-positioning and one was snapped after an edge collapse oper-

ation.

Table 5.2 indicates the local mesh modification operations performed during the vertex

snapping process. Clearly, collapsing to a mesh vertex on the first problem plane is the most effec-

tive modification operation. Other edge collapse operations are the second most frequent modifi-

cation followed by edge swap, region collapse and split plus collapse.
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Timing statistics collected for this example indicate that the vertex snapping procedure

including local mesh modifications as the first stage is 2.5 times faster than the one employing

only cavity retriangulation.

5.6.2 Sleeve of Ball Bearing

Figure 5.33 shows a mechanical part, an initial coarse mesh, and the mesh after the five

steps of mesh adaptation as needed to match the specified mesh size field. Referring to the coordi-

nate system as shown, the isotropic mesh size field to control adaptation is defined as:

(5.2)

where is the half length of the part in z-axis. Figure 5.34 shows the intermediate meshes after

the first three adaptation steps. From the picture of the close-up view, it is clear that the small

(a) geometry model. (b) initial mesh.

(c) final mesh.
Figure 5.31  Torus with holes.
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(a) after 1st iteration. (b) after 2nd iteration.

(c) after 3rd iteration. (d) after 4th iteration.

(e) after 5th iteration. (f) after 6th iteration.

Figure 5.32  Intermediate meshes of torus with holes.
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curved geometry features, such as small fillets, are properly represented by the snapping proce-

dure as the mesh gets refined.

Table 5.3 lists the number of mesh vertices snapped by repositioning, local mesh modifica-

tion operation or local cavity triangulation in each adaptation step, and Table 5.4 indicates the

local mesh modification operations performed during the snapping of the mesh vertices. It can be

seen that, in this example, more vertices need to be snapped by local mesh modification or local

cavity remeshing, and all are snapped successfully. In this example three new boundary vertices

are created when triangulating cavities. One of them is snapped by a re-positioning, one is

snapped after performing a split and collapse operation, and the last one was dealt with by a cav-

ity remeshing that did not introduce any new boundary vertices.

Table 5.1 Vertices snapped by different modifications for torus model.

Iteration

Nbr of
vertices

to be
snapped

Nbr of
vertices

snapped by
re-positioning

Nbr of vertices
snapped by

local
modifications

Nbr of vertices
snapped by

cavity
triangulation

Nbr of new
boundary

vertices created
in cavity

triangulation

1 204 184 20 0 0

2 638 595 41 2 2

3 1187 1137 46 4 1

4 1449 1381 66 2 0

5 609 551 56 2 0

6 142 107 34 1 1

7 39 26 12 1 0

Table 5.2 Statistics of performed mesh modification operations for torus model.

Iteration
Nbr of operations that
collapse to a vertex on
first problem face

Nbr of other mesh modification operations

 edge
collapse

edge
swap

region
collapse

split(s) +
collapse

1 12 5 1 0 1

2 34 19 3 1 2

3 52 21 10 4 1

4 67 35 12 1 2

5 61 37 11 2 1

6 36 12 9 1 1

7 16 2 1 0 0
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(a) geometry model. (b) initial mesh.

(c) final mesh (after 5th iteration).

Figure 5.33   Bearing Sleeve.
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(a) after 1st iteration. (b) after 2nd iteration. (c) after 3rd iteration.
Figure 5.34  Intermediate meshes of bearing sleeve.

Table 5.3 Vertices snapped by different modifications for sleeve model.

Iteration

Nbr of
vertices to

be
snapped

Nbr of
vertices

snapped by
re-positioning

Nbr of vertices
snapped by

local
modifications

Nbr of vertices
snapped by

cavity
triangulation

Nbr of new
boundary

vertices created
in cavity

triangulation

1 561 391 158 12 1

2 888 741 129 18 0

3 993 876 105 12 2

4 211 158 52 1 0

5 40 31 9 0 0

Table 5.4 Statistics of performed mesh modifications for sleeve model.

Iteration
Nbr of operations that
collapse to a vertex on
first problem face

Nbr of other mesh modification operations

edge
collapse

edge
swap

region
collapse

split(s) +
collapse

1 120 45 20 4 3

2 90 39 17 4 3

3 77 43 15 1 0
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5.6.3 Hub Section

Figure 5.35 shows another mechanical part, an initial mesh, and the mesh after the four

iterations of mesh adaptation as needed to match the specified mesh size field. It can be noted that,

in this example, only three parts of the initial mesh are refined and the initial mesh is so coarse that

there are mesh edges spanning across cylindrical holes. As shown by the refined mesh and its

close-up views, although geometric approximation remains the same where no refinement is

requested, the geometry features are well represented where refinement is requested.

As before, all mesh vertices are snapped in this example. Table 5.5 lists the number of

mesh vertices snapped by repositioning, local mesh modification operations or local cavity trian-

gulation in each adaptation iteration, and Table 5.6 indicates what local mesh modifications are

applied to snap all these vertices.

4 44 17 7 0 1

5 9 2 2 0 0

Table 5.5 Vertices snapped by different modifications for hub section model.

Iteration

Nbr of
vertices to
be snapped

Nbr of vertices
snapped by re-
positioning

Nbr of vertices
snapped by
local
remeshing

Nbr of vertices
snapped by
cavity
triangulation

Nbr of new
boundary
vertices created
in cavity
triangulation

1 183 142 40 1 0

2 388 337 46 5 1

3 546 512 31 3 0

4 102 94 8 0 0

Table 5.6 Statistics of performed mesh modifications for hub section model

Iteration
Nbr of operations that
collapse to a vertex on
first problem face

Nbr of other mesh modification operations

edge col-
lapse

edge
swap

region
collapse

split(s) + col-
lapse

1 34 8 4 4 0

2 37 24 7 2 2

3 26 9 6 4 0

4 10 2 0 0 0

Table 5.4 Statistics of performed mesh modifications for sleeve model.

Iteration
Nbr of operations that
collapse to a vertex on
first problem face

Nbr of other mesh modification operations

edge
collapse

edge
swap

region
collapse

split(s) +
collapse
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5.6.4 Gun

Figure 5.36 shows a non-manifold ACIS geometry, an initial coarse mesh and the mesh

after sixteen steps of mesh adaptation. Figure 5.36(a) is a wireframe view of the non-manifold

ACIS geometry, consisting of 5 solids, 51 faces, 98 edges and 59 vertices. Figure 5.36(b) shows the

surface mesh of the initial mesh, where all volume elements and a part of the surface elements in

front are hidden so that a view of the interior is exposed. Figure 5.36(c) shows the refined and

Figure 5.35  Hub Section.

(c) adapted mesh (Close-up views shows two local meshes where refinement is requested)

(a) geometry model (b) initial mesh
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refined mesh. Figure 5.36(d) and (e) give a close-up view of a small portion of the domain. The

desired mesh size field is adaptively specified in a heat transfer analysis.

As before, all mesh vertices have been snapped. Table 5.7 lists the number of mesh verti-

ces snapped by repositioning, local mesh modification operations or local cavity triangulation in

each adaptation iteration, and Table 5.8 indicates what local mesh modifications are applied to

snap all these vertices.

Figure 5.36  Gun Model.

(a) wireframe view of geometry. (b) initial mesh. (c) refined and snapped mesh.

(d) a close-up view of initial mesh. (e) the same close-up view of refined mesh.
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Table 5.7 Vertices snapped by different modifications for the gun model.

Iteration

Nbr of
vertices to
be snapped

Nbr of vertices
snapped by re-
positioning

Nbr of vertices
snapped by
local
remeshing

Nbr of vertices
snapped by
cavity
triangulation

Nbr of new
boundary
vertices created
in cavity
triangulation

1 8 1 6 1 1

2 9 0 15 0 0

3 4 1 3 0 0

4 82 66 16 0 0

5 78 64 14 0 0

6 308 277 29 2 0

7 155 148 7 0 0

8 493 470 21 2 0

9 392 378 14 0 0

10 1037 1014 23 0 0

11 1576 1541 33 2 0

12 1136 1114 22 0 0

13 2627 2594 32 1 0

14 2522 2499 23 0 0

15 2882 2854 28 0 0

16 1888 1875 13 0 0
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Table 5.8 Statistics of performed mesh modifications for the gun model.

Iteration
Nbr of operations that
collapse to a vertex on
first problem face

Nbr of other mesh modification operations

edge
collapse

edge
swap

edge
split

face
swap

split +
collapse

double split
+ collapse

1 3 2 0 0 0 0 0

2 2 2 10 1 0 0 0

3 0 0 2 2 0 1 0

4 2 4 13 0 0 0 0

5 2 2 14 1 0 0 0

6 8 17 16 2 0 0 0

7 1 2 3 0 0 2 0

8 3 16 10 0 0 1 1

9 1 12 5 0 0 1 0

10 1 15 6 0 0 0 0

11 6 16 14 0 1 1 0

12 2 9 12 0 0 1 0

13 0 19 12 0 1 0 0

14 2 15 0 0 0 0 0

15 2 23 10 0 0 0 0

16 0 10 5 0 0 0 0
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CHAPTER 6

Mesh Adaptation Procedure

Chapter 2 presented a mesh metric field that can define desired element size and shape

distribution. We also saw in Chapter 5 that curved domain can always be properly approximated

by placing new boundary vertices onto their classified boundaries. Given any initial tetrahedral

mesh and the mesh metric field defined over the domain, the goal of this chapter is to present a

general h-version mesh adaptation procedure that applies local mesh modification operations to

yield a mesh of the same quality as would be obtained by an anisotropic domain remeshing proce-

dure but at less computational cost. The key to the effectiveness of the procedure is the ability to

use information about the current local mesh and the mesh metric field to quickly determined the

appropriate mesh modification to apply without the cost of examining all possible operations

described in Chapter 4.

The adaptation procedure is an effective integration of four interacted processes: mesh

refinement, mesh coarsening, vertex snapping and element shap correction. All are governed by

the same mesh size field. The concept of transformed space (see Section 2.2.1) plays a critical role

in the procedure such that all geometric computations that control the application of mesh modifi-

cations are performed in the transformed space. Therefore, in general the procedure generates an

anisotropic mesh when the mesh size field is anisotropic.

To make any given mesh satisfy a given mesh metric field, the philosophy underlying the

application of local mesh modification is to approach the desired local element size and shape con-

figuration incrementally. In particular, it is:

• identify those mesh entities not satisfying the mesh metric field;

• perform appropriate mesh modification so that local mesh will better satisfy the metric field;

• repeat above steps until the mesh metric field is satisfied to an acceptable degree.

This chapter is structured as follows: the overall algorithm is presented in Section 6.1.

Consideration is then given to the specific components of mesh coarsening (Section 6.2), mesh

refinement (Section 6.3) and element shape correction (Section 6.4). The vertex snapping process

used is that given in Chapter 5. In Section 6.5, three examples are given to show the effectiveness

and to demonstrate particular technical aspects of the procedure.
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6.1 Overall Procedure

Figure 6.1 gives the pseudo-code of the overall mesh adaptation procedure. Given any ini-

tial mesh, a mesh metric field as well as interval [Llower, Lupper] of allowed mesh edge length in

transformed space, and the domain the initial mesh is classified onto, the mesh adaptation proce-

dure repeatedly modifies the mesh to satisfy the mesh metric field, in the meantime, maintaining

appropriate approximation to the curved geometry domain. In particular, it consists of three

stages: mesh coarsening and mesh refinement, and shape correction. The first two stages, coarsen-

ing and refinement, are controlled by mesh edge length analysis in transformed space. Generally

speaking, It splits all mesh edges longer than the upper bound of the interval, places any new

boundary vertices onto their classified boundaries, and, if possible, eliminates any mesh edge

shorter than the lower bound. The third stage is dominated by both element quality and mesh

edge length analysis in the transformed space. It re-aligns local mesh configurations through the

determination and elimination of sliver tetrahedra using local mesh modifications.

Figure 6.1  Overall mesh adaptation procedure.

initialize a mesh edge list;
initialize L’max to be zero
loop over mesh edges in the mesh

compute L’, the length of current mesh edge in transformed space
if L’ < Llower

append the current into the mesh edge list
else if L’ > L’max

set L’max to be L’
end if

end loop
process the edge list using mesh coarsening algorithm (refer to Section 6.2.1)

while L’max > Lupper, the upper bound of allowed edge length interval

compute , where is a constant in (0.5,1]
tag all edges longer than L’ref as refinement edges
split the list of tagged edges and their adjacent elements by subdivision
place all new boundary vertices onto their classified boundaries
process all short edges element subdivision creates using coarsening algorithm
update L’max

end while

determine all sliver tetrahedra in the transformed space in the mesh
eliminate these sliver tetrahedra by local mesh modifications if possible

L'ref max α L'max Lupper,⋅( )= α

1

11

13

20

22
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In the first stage (line1-11 in Figure 6.1), mesh coarsening is applied to eliminate short

edges existing in the mesh. Here, a mesh edge is referred to as “short” if its length is smaller than

Llower in the transformed space. The reason for performing coarsening ahead of refinement is less

peak memory usage. Let ni be the number of elements in the initial mesh, nr is the number of ele-

ments mesh refinement introduces, and nc is the number of elements mesh coarsening removes.

The peak element number is ni - nc + nr if mesh coarsening is first applied, otherwise, it would be

.

The second stage (line 13-20 in Figure 6.1) properly splits mesh edges longer than Lupper in

transformed space using the full set of edge-based refinement templates, places new boundary

vertex onto their classified boundaries as well as coarsens any new short mesh edges the refine-

ment templates create. It is applied multiple iterations to reduce the length of all mesh edges

below Lupper in the transformed space associated with the given mesh metric field.

To achieve intelligent refinement patterns, a refinement criteria, refining a set of longest

mesh edges in the transformed space in each iteration, is adopted. As a result, the maximal trans-

formed length of the mesh is reduced in an incremental manner. The set of longest mesh edges are

efficiently determined by maintaining variable L’max , and tagging edges longer than

(6.1)

as refinement edges, where is a given constant that controls the length reduction rate. We sug-

gest that and at least greater than so that refinement edges can be selected in a way

that the type of sliver tetrahedron depicted in Figure 2.9 can be eliminated during subdivision and

coarsening iterations. Figure 6.2 illustrates that the “a set of longest edges criteria” can always

select the desired refinement edges to split a triangle. In this example, three typical triangles are

depicted: a triangle with an angle close 180 degrees but without short edge (left), a triangle with a

relatively shorter edge (middle) and a triangle close to equilateral triangle (right). Solid black bul-

lets indicate refinement edges when the criteria of (EQ-6.1) with is applied. It can be

seen that, in the case of left triangle, only edge can be the refinement edge; While, for the mid-

dle triangle, edge can not be the refinement edge; And all edges are refinement edges for the

right triangle. Similarly, the desired refinement edges can be selected in case of three dimensional

tetrahedral subdivision templates.

Since the edge-based refinement templates may create short mesh edges when splitting

faces or regions, a process to eliminate these is applied after refinement to achieve a refined mesh

in which new created vertices are not connected to any short mesh edge. Figure 6.3 gives three

typical situations where short mesh edges may be created. Indicated by solid black bullets, when

ni nr+

max α L'max Lupper,⋅( )

α

α 1≤ 2 2⁄

α 0.75=

Ma
1

Mc
1
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subdividing the two triangles or the tetrahedron, the four mesh edges interior to the triangle/tet-

rahedron have to be created. Any can be a short edge if the simplex is in poor quality in the trans-

formed space. Figure 6.4 shows the importance of eliminating these short edges after the element

subdivision process. Figure 6.4(a) gives the initial mesh covering two dimensional domain

with origin at its left-down corner. The analytical expression specifies the target

anisotropic mesh size (transformation matrix) field to catch discontinuity at x=0.5. Figure 6.4(b)

gives the mesh generated using template refinement process without mesh coarsening. Clearly,

the refined mesh is poor and not acceptable. Similar refined meshes have been reported by Lo in

case of three dimensional tetrahedral meshes [56]. Lo also indicated that the poorly refined mesh

can not be improved using edge/face swap and vertex relocation procedures. Figure 6.4(c) gives

the adapted mesh using the algorithm in which subdivision process collects short mesh edges it

creates, and the coarsening process that follows eliminates them. It can be seen that coarsening

algorithm is effective in solving the problem.

To account for curved geometry domains, the edge-based template refinement algorithm

maintains a list of new vertices to be placed onto curved model boundary. Boundary vertices are

identified in terms of the classification information between the mesh and the geometry model.

When splitting a mesh edge classified onto a model face or a model edge, the new vertex inherits

the classification of the parent mesh edge, but is temporally placed at a point on the parent mesh

Figure 6.2  Possible patterns to select refinement edges.
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Figure 6.3  Possible short edges to be created in subdivision templates.
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edge and inserted into the vertex list. After finishing the current iteration of refinement, the vertex

list is processed by the snapping procedure presented in Chapter 5, which places those vertices

onto their boundaries.

The short/long mesh edges or sliver tetrahedra snapping may created are addressed by

the coarsening, refinement or element shape correction process that follows. Figure 6.5 depicts two

2D examples to demonstrate this. In Figure 6.5(a), placing vertex onto curved boundary

generates three long edges ( , and ). These three edges are refined with new vertices

Y

Z

Figure 6.4  2D example to show the importance of eliminating short edges.

(a) initial mesh

(b) result mesh without coarsening

(c) result mesh with coarsening
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placed onto in the next iteration. While in Figure 6.5(b), projecting vertex onto gener-

ates a short edge , which is collapsed in the following coarsening process.

The second stage terminates when L’max is less than Lupper. This termination condition is

ensured since: (i) splitting is always performable; (ii) any collapse operation in coarsening and

snapping process is denied if it creates a mesh edge longer than the current L’max value in trans-

formed space.

The third shape correction stage (the last two lines in Figure 6.1) aims at eliminating

remaining sliver tetrahedra in the transformed space. It visits each tetrahedron of the mesh in turn

to identify sliver tetrahedra in the transformed space, then effectively processes identified sliver

tetrahedra using the shape correction algorithm described in Section 6.4. Note that the length cri-

teria still controls the third stage in a sense that any local mesh modification is immediately denied

if it would create a mesh edge longer than Lupper. Local mesh modifications to be evaluated could

be: edge/face swap, double split collapse compound operator, split collapse compound operation,

edge split and vertex repositioning.

G0
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M1
0

G1
1

M3
1

Figure 6.5  Short/long edges projecting vertices generates are addressed.
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6.2 Coarsening

To meet the mesh metric field, mesh coarsening must be general and not limited to simply

reversing of refinement steps.

This section presents a mesh coarsening algorithm using local mesh modifications and

governed by mesh metric field. Section 6.2.1 presents the pseudo-code of the algorithm. Focus is

then given to explanations of technical aspects, including “always collapsing shortest edge” to

avoid extensive evaluations (Section 6.2.2), “collapsing every other vertex” to maintain a good

vertex distribution (Section 6.2.3), and the determination of appropriate local mesh modifications

(Section 6.2.4).

6.2.1 The Coarsening Algorithm

The mesh coarsening process accepts a list of short mesh edges and a value of maximal

mesh edge length allowed in transformed space, L’max, as inputs. The goal is to eliminate all these

short mesh edges if possible while not creating any mesh edge longer than L’max.

Figure 6.6 describes the pseudo-code of the mesh coarsening algorithm. The first nine

lines of the algorithm simply initialize a dynamic list by visiting each edge in the given short mesh

edge list one by one, and inserting any end vertex of the mesh edge being visited into the dynamic

list if it does not existed in the list yet. The tag process is used to effectively determine (in the com-

plexity of O(1)) if a vertex is already in the dynamic list.

The coarsening process, starting at line 11 in Figure 6.6, repeatedly processes vertices in

the dynamic list until the list is empty or all remaining vertices in the list have been tagged as pro-

cessed. The relative order of vertices processed is important to maintain a good vertex distribu-

tion. Section 6.2.3 discusses this issue in detail. Since vertices in the dynamic list may not bound a

short edge any more due to the mesh modifications carried out in previous steps, Also note that, in

many cases, the vertex in the dynamic list may not bound a short edge any more due to mesh

modifications carried out by previous steps, line 14-16 are needed to remove such vertices from

the dynamic list.

Line 18-30 process a specific vertex, denoted as , that bounds a short edge. Three local

mesh modifications can be used: edge collapse, swap(s) collapse compound operations and vertex

repositioning. The algorithm first evaluates an edge collapse operation, collapsing the shortest

mesh edge in transformed space bounds. Other operations are selectively evaluated in terms

of the results of the edge collapse evaluation. Once a local mesh modification is determined, exe-

cute it, update the dynamic list as well as tag all vertices connected to through a mesh edge as

Mi
0

Mi
0

Mi
0
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unprocessed. If no local mesh modification can be applied (this can be the best choice in some

cases), simply proceed to the next.

Since the success of eliminating a short mesh edge can not be ensured, a process that tags

vertices in the dynamic list as processed has been incorporated to guarantee the termination of the

algorithm.

6.2.2 Collapsing Shortest Edge

The collapse operation has been used as the major local mesh modification in the coarsen-

ing process. To be efficient, it is critical to realize that, given a mesh vertex connected short edge,

only one edge collapse operation needs to be checked, i.e. collapsing the shortest edge connected

Figure 6.6  Pseudo-code of mesh coarsening algorithm.

Initialize a dynamic vertex list
loop over the given short edge list

for each vertex that bounds the current edge
if the vertex is not yet tagged to be in the dynamic list

append the vertex into the dynamic list
tag the vertex to be in the dynamic list

end if
end for

end loop

while there are unprocessed mesh vertices in the dynamic vertex list
get an unprocessed vertex  from the list in a controlled order (see Section 6.2.3)
get , the shortest mesh edge in transformed space connected to
if the transformed length of  is greater than Llower

remove  from the dynamic list
continue to the next unprocessed vertex in the list

else
evaluate collapsing  with  to be removed
if the edge collapse would create an edge longer than L’max in transformed space

evaluate relocating
else if the edge collapse would lead to flat/inverted elements

evaluate compound operations
end if
if any local mesh modification is determined in evaluation

tag neighboring vertices of  in the dynamic list as unprocessed
apply the local mesh modification
remove  from the dynamic list if it is collapsed

else
tag  as processed

end if
end if

endwhile
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to the vertex. Here, the shortest edge of a vertex is referred to as the edge of smallest length in

transformed space among all edges connected to the vertex.

The reason for applying this “collapsing shortest edge” criteria can be explained from two

aspects. First, since collapsing a shorter edge causes less changes to the local mesh, collapsing the

shortest edge has a higher success rate than collapsing a longer one. The second justification can

be illustrated using the simple 2D example depicted in Figure 6.7. In this example, collapsing the

shortest edge with vertex removed is not possible while collapsing a longer one (for

example ) can succeed. However, it can be seen that the compound operation, swapping

then collapsing vertex to , succeeds and yields the same local mesh configuration as

directly collapsing vertex  to .

6.2.3 Eliminating Vertices Topologically Every Other One

By processing vertices in the dynamic list in an order that is topologically every other one,

a good vertex distribution during mesh coarsening can be maintained. Consider Figure 6.8 for an

example to demonstrate this idea. Figure 6.8(a) shows a two dimensional mesh to be coarsened,

where represents the current vertex being processing and black bullets indicate its topologi-

cally neighboring (edge connected) vertices. Figure 6.8(b) shows the locally coarsened mesh with

collapsed. In terms of the “every other vertex” criteria, the next vertex to be processed should

be a vertex indicated by a circle in Figure 6.8(b). Figure 6.8(c) shows such a result mesh (vertex

is collapsed). It can be seen that both vertex distribution and local mesh quality are maintained.

Figure 6.8(d) shows the result mesh where vertex were allowed to be collapsed next. In this

case, coarsening would be too concentrated on the left-bottom corner, while other parts of the

mesh are untouched. Furthermore, even additional swap operation(s) is applied to regain a good

local mesh connectivity, vertices are not in good distribution yet.

Figure 6.7  2D example to justify “collapsing shortest edge” criteria.
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De Cougny has pointed out the needs of maintaining vertex distribution control during

mesh coarsening and proposed a method in terms of an independent set paradigm [23]. Two defi-

ciencies exist in his method. First, although coarsening is a local activity in adaptive analysis, the

independent set of vertices is determined in a global sense, and it has to be determined more than

once in case where where more than one level of coarsening is required. Second, constraining ver-

tices in the independent set as not collapsible is unnecessary and may preclude desired edge col-

lapse operations. An algorithm that overcomes these two deficiencies focuses on changing the

order of processing vertices in the dynamic list to follow the “topologically every other vertex”

rule.

Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 gives the pseudo-code that changes the order of processing ver-

tices in the dynamic list by properly tagging them as "not collapsible" and cleaning up these tags.

Figure 6.11 depicts a part of a 2D mesh to be coarsened to demonstrate this algorithm, where inte-

gers (1,2,3,......,13) indicates mesh vertices in the dynamic (an abbreviation of mesh vertex ),

Figure 6.8  2D example to show the need of processing vertex “every other one”.
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and the bottom line indicates the order of these vertices. The first vertex to be processed is

since it is the first vertex in the dynamic list and no vertex has been tagged as "not collapsible" yet.

Figure 6.11(b) shows the resulting mesh and the updated dynamic list after is collapsed,

where black bullets indicate the vertices tagged as "not collapsible" (connected to by mesh

edges). The next two vertices, and , in the dynamic list can not be processed since has

been tagged as "not collapsible" and is not connected to any tagged vertex by a mesh edge.

is processed next. Figure 6.11(c) shows the resulting mesh after is collapsed and vertex

, , and are further tagged. Following the same logic, in the first traversing over the

dynamic list, the next two vertices to be processed in turn are and . Then, the "not collaps-

ible" tags on remaining vertices of the dynamic list are cleared and the list is traversed from the

start again until all vertices in the dynamic list are processed.

6.2.4 Coarsening Using Local Mesh Modifications

Local mesh modifications used includes: edge collapsing, vertex repositioning, swap(s)

plus collapse compound operation.
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Figure 6.9  Pseudo-code to process vertices "topologically every other one".

while there are vertices not tagged "processed" in the dynamic vertex list
loop over vertices not tagged "processed" in the dynamic list

if no vertex in dynamic list is tagged as "not collapsible" yet
process  and update tags (see )

else if  is not tagged but connected to a vertex tagged as "not collapsible"
process  and update tags (see )

end if
end loop
clear "not collapsible" tags on vertices in the dynamic list

end while
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Figure 6.10  Pseudo-code to process vertex  and update tags.Mi
0

if  can be removed by edge collapsing or compound operation

tag neighboring vertices of  as "unprocessed" and "not collapsible"
apply the edge collapsing or compound operation
remove  from the dynamic list

else
tag  as "processed"

end if
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Collapsing the shortest edge is first evaluated. Without actually creating the local result

mesh, the evaluation process can qualify edge collapsing by virtually computing the information

below: (i) topological validity; (ii) geometric validity (refer to Section 4.2.1), and (iii) the maximal

length of all new edges to be created in the transformed space (refer to Section 4.2.2). Edge col-

lapse operation is denied if the computed maximal length is greater than L’max (the given allowed

length in transformed space), or it violates any topology/geometry restriction.

The evaluation of other two local mesh modifications depends on the evaluation result of

edge collapsing. In case edge collapsing is denied because the computed maximal edge length

would be greater than L’max, repositioning an end vertex of the shortest edge is further evaluated

Figure 6.11  2D example for the algorithm of maintaining “every other vertex”.
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since the fact that collapsing the shortest mesh edges leads to a long mesh edge implies that the

local mesh is in good density but bad vertex distribution. The target location of repositioning is

computed using the method described in Section 4.1.4.

In case edge collapsing is denied because it would lead to flat/inverted elements, swap(s)

plus collapse compound operations are further evaluated. The motivation of the compound oper-

ation is to collapse the shortest short edge, however, pre-swaps are required to make the collaps-

ing successful. To identify pre-swap operations, first those tetrahedra that would be flat or

inverted after the application of edge collapsing are determined, possible swaps are then deter-

mined using the same tetrahedron analysis techniques described in Section 5.4.2.

Once a local mesh modification is determined, execute it, update the dynamic list as well

as the associated tags. However, it is also possible that no local mesh modification can be applied

(note that in some cases this can be the best choice), then simply proceed to the next.

6.3 Refinement

A wide variety of algorithms have been developed for adaptive mesh refinement. In gen-

eral, they can be decomposed into three main groups, depending on which techniques they are

based:

• Element subdivision methods [23,3,7,60,54,76,88,9,11,12,41,92],

• insertion using Delaunay criteria [17,31,61], and

• Edge splitting [25,56,65].

This section presents a refinement engine using the full set of element subdivision tem-

plates, similar to De Cougny’s method [23], however, governed by a given mesh metric field.

Methods in terms of Delaunay vertex insertion or edge splitting are not considered since they are

relatively expensive compared with element subdivision methods, and the full set of element sub-

division templates are used to minimize over-refinement. Given a mesh size field and a refinement

threshold L’max (the maximal allowed edge length in transformed space), the refinement engine

can determine a set of refinement edges (mesh edges longer than L’max in transformed space) and

effectively split these edges and their adjacent elements without traversing over the whole mesh

and generate anisotropic meshes.

The structure of the following subsections is: the algorithm of the refinement engine is

first given (Section 6.3.1), then discussions are focused on technical aspects, including where to
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introduce new vertices (Section 6.3.2), diagonal mesh edge selection in case of ambiguity

(Section 6.3.3) and the use of lookup table for efficiency (Section 6.3.4).

6.3.1 The Refinement Algorithm

Figure 6.12 presents the refinement algorithm that uses a full set of subdivision templates.

It performs create and delete operations to modify the mesh. The create operations are applied from

bottom-up, i.e., first create mesh entities to replace refinement edges, then create mesh entities to

replace faces refinement edges bound, finally create mesh entities to replace regions refinement

edges bound. The reason for using such a bottom-up strategy is to make this algorithm appliable

to non-manifold geometry models for instance the example as depicted in Figure 6.13, which has a

model edge that does not bound any model face, and a model face that does not bound any model

region. In the process of subdividing, the algorithm creates child mesh entities for each parent

mesh entity (the mesh entity being split) one by one and does not immediately delete the parent

mesh entity but properly attaches creation information onto the parent mesh entity if it still

bounds any higher dimension mesh entities. The attached information is retrieved and used when

the higher dimension mesh entities the parent entity bounds are processed. For example, in case of

subdividing face that bounds two mesh regions, the algorithm first retrieves all creation infor-

mation attached to edges in , then creates a triangulation of using retrieved infor-

mation to replace , finally attaches the information of the triangulation onto . When any

mesh region bounds is processed, the attached information on will be retrieved and used.

After the creation process, a deletion process deletes any subdivided mesh entity and its down-

ward mesh entities that do not bound any higher dimension mesh entities. The final mesh is

always conforming after all subdivided mesh entities are deleted.

Figure 6.14 illustrates this subdivision algorithm using a simple two dimensional exam-

ple. In this example, the initial mesh consists of only four triangles as depicted in Figure 6.14(a),

where refinement edges are indicated using four black bullets. Figure 6.14(b) shows the non-con-

forming mesh after processing the refinement edges, where eight new mesh edges (indicated by

the eight segments) are created to replace the four refinement edges and attached onto the four

refinement edges, and the circle indicates the collected mesh faces to be processed later.

Figure 6.14(c) gives the non-conforming mesh after the shaded face is replaced by three child faces

(the three shrunk triangles) and deleted. Also note that the deletion process has deleted the top

edge that bounds the shaded face since it does not bound any mesh face any more. Figure 6.14(d)

gives the refined mesh after replacing another face to be split with four child triangles and delet-

ing its related mesh entities.
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Figure 6.12  Pseudo-code for element subdivision.

initialize a list of faces to be split
Loop over mesh edges in the mesh

let  be the current edge
compute L’, the length of  in the transformed space
if  is a refinement edge, i.e., L’ > L’max, then

create new mesh entities to replace  (  is not deleted)
if  bounds any mesh faces, so can not be immediately deleted, then

attach a pointer to all new mesh entities to replace  onto
for each mesh face  bounds

insert it into the face list and tag it as inserted if it is not tagged as inserted yet
end for

else
delete

end if
end if

end loop

initialize a list of regions to be split
Loop over the mesh face list to be split

let  be the current mesh face to be split
determine the subdivision template of  based on refinement edges that bound
retrieve all new mesh entities attached to edges in
create a new triangulation to replace  using retrieved information
if  bounds any mesh region, therefore can not be immediately deleted

attach a pointer to the new triangulation onto
for each region  bounds

insert it into the region list and tag it as inserted if it is not tagged as inserted yet
end for

else
delete
delete any edge in  and free attached pointer if not bound any face

end if
end loop

Loop over the mesh region list to be split
let  be the current mesh region to be split
determine subdivision template of  in terms of refinement edges that bound
retrieve all new triangulations attached to the faces
create a new tetrahedralization to replace  using retrieved information
delete
delete any face in  and free attached pointer if not bound any mesh region
delete any edge in  and free attached pointer if not bound any mesh face

end loop
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Figure 6.13  Non-manifold model.

Figure 6.14  Illustration of element subdivision algorithm.

(a) initial mesh (b) after splitting refinement edges

(c) after splitting the shaded face (d) refined mesh
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6.3.2 Selection of Vertex Insertion Point

An important issue in mesh refinement is where to insert new vertices. The most com-

monly used point is the middle point of an edge in physical space when used for isotropic refine-

ment. Considering the transformation interpretation of mesh metric field and the desire for an

anisotropic mesh, a better option is the middle point in the transformed space.

Figure 6.15 illustrates the concept of “middle point in transformed space”, where an edge

is depicted in both physical and transformed space and ellipses indicate the desired directional

mesh size distribution at the two end vertices of the edge. In general, the physical position of mid-

dle point in transformed space can be computed using (EQ-3.6). It can be seen that, when mapped

back to physical space, the middle point of transformed space usually is not the middle point in

physical space, but moves towards the end vertex of smaller desired mesh size. The bigger the

desired sizes at two end vertices differ, the more it moves closer to the end vertex of smaller size.

To compare the two strategies, both have been implemented and several three dimen-

sional examples are investigated. From the practical point of view, it is also observed that the mid-

dle point of transformed space is a better insertion point in a sense that: (i) in general, it takes less

(or equal) time to reduce the edge length to the level specified by the mesh size field; (ii) it gener-

ates less than or equal to the number of elements as geometric midpoint splitting. Table 6.1 and

Figure 6.16 provide one of the investigated examples, where Figure 6.16 shows an initial tetrahe-

dral mesh of 3748 elements and an anisotropically refined mesh to capture a cylindrical disconti-

nuity and Table 6.1 gives collected statistics using the two vertex insertion strategies. It can be seen

that the middle point of transformed space strategy produced less number of elements and took

less time.

Figure 6.15  Middle point of transformed space.

transform

physical space
transformed space

middle point
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6.3.3 Selection of Diagonals

Another issue in template-based refinement is the appropriate selection of diagonal mesh

edges. Figure 6.17 depicts the three ambiguous situations met in applying subdivision templates

and indicates their corresponding diagonal edges. In Figure 6.17(a), two edges of a triangle are

marked as refinement edges, the triangulation of the quadrilateral area (shaded) is not uniquely

determined, two options of creating the diagonal edge are possible. In Figure 6.17(b), all edges of a

tetrahedron are marked as refinement edges, and three options of creating the interior edge exist.

And two options to create the interior edge in case of Figure 6.17(c).

The rule of creating the shortest diagonal can be used in case of isotropic refinement.

Figure 6.18 demonstrates this idea in a simple 3D construct. In this example, the initial mesh is a

cube consisting of six tetrahedra (Figure 6.18(a) is a wireframe view of the mesh). Figure 6.18(b)

shows a refined mesh where the creation of diagonal were not controlled (three tetrahedra at top-

Table 6.1 Comparison between the two vertex insertion strategies.

vertex insertion
strategy

statistics of refined mesh

# of vertices # of elements time (seconds)

middle point of
physical space

6760 73598 62.88

middle point of
transformed space

6325 68521 40.37

Figure 6.16  Example used to compare the two vertex insertion strategies.
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left are hidden to view the interior). It can be seen that a long edge cross the top and bottom face is

created, which makes the refinement unable to reduce the maximal mesh edge length and, in

worst case, can lead to the divergence of the refinement iterations. Figure 6.18(c) shows the result

mesh after three uniform refinements where the shortest diagonal edge is always created in case of

ambiguity. It can be seen that all new tetrahedra are similar to the six initial tetrahedra in the initial

mesh, and the maximal mesh edge length decreases to 1/8.

Considering the anisotropic mesh metric field, a better option is to select the diagonal

aligning with anisotropy. Figure 6.19 depicts a 2D example to illustrate this idea, where the ellipse

Figure 6.17  Ambiguity in creating diagonal edges.

(a) two options to split a triangle in case of two refinement edges

(b) three options to create the interior edge when all edges

diagonal edge

note: refinement edges
are indicated by
black bullets;
possible diagonals
are indicated by
hollow circles.

(c) two options to create the interior edge when two pairs of opposite

of a tetrahedron are refinement edges

 edges of a tetrahedron are refinement edges
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indicates the given mesh metric over the shaded region with vector e1, e2 be its principle direc-

tions. In the shaded quadrilateral area, either diagonal or can be created. The option of cre-

ating aligns to anisotropic better from two aspects: (i) it is shorter than in the transformed

space; (ii) the minimal angle between and the two principle directions is smaller than that of

.

In current implementation, the diagonal length in transformed space is used to guide the

selection of diagonals. Figure 6.20 shows the pseudo-code of the diagonal selection function,

which is called by all ambiguous subdivision templates. The function accepts the mesh size field

and two (or three) point pairs as input, compute the shortest distance between the two points in a

Figure 6.18  Example to show the need of creating short diagonal edge

(b) refined mesh without diagonal control

 (c) refined mesh with shortest diagonal created

(a) initial mesh (after one uniform refinement iteration)

(after three uniform refinement iterations)

undesired diagonal edge
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pair in transformed space and returns an integer indicating which point pair will creating the

shortest edge in transformed space. Note that, since the diagonal edge or even the two end verti-

ces of possible diagonals were not created when calling the function, here, a point pair is used to

represent the two end points of a diagonal edge. For example in the setting of Figure 6.19, there are

two point pairs, (P0,P2) and (P1, P3).

6.3.4 Lookup Table

Lookup tables and using binary integers as key to these tables have been used to improve

the efficiency of subdividing elements.

Figure 6.19  Create the diagonal aligning to anisotropy.
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Figure 6.20  Pseudo-code of the diagonal selection function.

let (Pi, Qi) with i=1,n (n=2 or 3) be the given point pairs and Pi, Qi be points in i-th pair

initialize integer j to be 1
initialize variable dsq to be the distance square between P1 and Q1 in transformed space

for each i from 2 to n
compute the distance square between Pi and Qi in transformed space
if the computed distance square is less than dsq

set dsq to be the computed distance square
set j to be i

end if
end for
return j
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Lookup tables are a collection of pre-defined tables that are closely related to subdivision

templates and can be indexed using two keys. Figure 6.21 illustrates the usage of lookup tables in

current implementation. Given a tetrahedron with refinement edges in arbitrary number and arbi-

trary order, two keys can be generated using bitwise operations: one is a six bit binary number

(000000~111111), indicating the number and distribution of refinement edges; another is a four bit

binary number (0000~1111), indicating the diagonal selection at the four bounding faces in case of

ambiguity. These two keys uniquely determine a specific template and the needed lookup tables.

Using the information in the lookup tables, the templates then have been implemented only using

“create” and “delete” operations, without any relative expensive operations such as searching and

adjacency interrogation.

6.4 Shape Correction

Because element quality may degrade during coarsening or placing vertices onto bound-

aries, local operations are included to allow the mesh to be modified to better match the desired

mesh size field.

Local mesh modifications, particularly edge swap operators, can be used to improve the

mesh by replacing poor elements with better ones. In case swap operations can not be applied,

additional local mesh modifications, e.g. split, relocation and collapse operations have shown to

be useful [23,25,65]. The key issue in applying these local mesh modifications lies in the effective

determination of the most appropriate local mesh modification without the cost of evaluating a

large number of possible operations.

Figure 6.21  Using a lookup table to gain efficiency

A tetrahedron with
arbitrary refinement
edges

two keys:
for example,
100110, 1100
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Lookup Tables
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generate two
keys using bit
operation
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6.4.1 Outline of Shape Correction Algorithm

Figure 6.22 gives the outline of the algorithm in pseudo-code form. Given a quality

threshold, the algorithm first initializes a dynamic list and collects all elements with quality below

the threshold into the dynamic list. Then process each element in this dynamic list using tetrahe-

dron analysis techniques described in Section 6.4.2 and Section 6.4.3 until the list is empty. When-

ever a tetrahedron in this list is processed, the dynamic list is updated to remove the tetrahedron

from the list. If a local mesh modification is executed, update the dynamic list to remove the

deleted elements and insert any newly created elements with quality below the threshold.

Although the dynamic list is kept updating in the application of local mesh modifications,

the termination is guaranteed since, no matter successful or not, any processed element is

removed from the list and local mesh modification is applied only if the local mesh quality

improves.

6.4.2 Analysis of Sliver Tetrahedra

6.4.2.1 Classification

Sliver tetrahedron is characterized by very small volume without any relatively short

edge that bounds the tetrahedron in the transformed space. The possible types of sliver tetrahedra

are limited. To support the intelligent selection of local mesh modifications, it is useful to classify

tetrahedra into two types1 (refer to Figure 6.23). A tetrahedron is classified as type I sliver if two

opposite edges of the tetrahedron almost intersect; A poor quality element is classified as type II if

one vertex of the tetrahedron is close to the centroid of its opposite face.

1. Similar classification can also be found in references [25,52].

Figure 6.22  Pseudo-code of the shape correction algorithm.

initialize a dynamic list
insert all elements with quality below a given threshold into the dynamic list
while the dynamic list is not empty

pop out an element from the list
analyze the popped element (see Section 6.4.2)
determine the best mesh modification to eliminate the popped element
if the best mesh modification exists and can improve element quality

apply the best mesh modification
update the dynamic list

end if
end while
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Such a classification is useful to the determination of local mesh modification since it

clearly indicates the reason why the tetrahedron is of poor quality, therefore, pointing to the possi-

ble operations to eliminate the sliver tetrahedron. In particular, for type I, the reason is the small

distance between a pair of opposite edges of the tetrahedron, so one (or both) of the edges must be

eliminated (the key entities are two edges); For type II, the key reason is that a vertex is too close to

its opposite face, so either the vertex or the face must be eliminated (key entities are a vertex and a

face).

6.4.2.2 Determination of Classification and Key Entities

There are at least two methods to identify the two sliver types. One method is to compute

the dihedral angles of the poor quality tetrahedron in the transformed space. From Figure 6.23, it

can be seen that two dihedral angles associated with a pair of opposite edges should be close to

180 degrees in case of type I; and three dihedral angles associated with three converged edges

should be close to 180 degrees in case of type II. Another relatively inexpensive method used in

this context is based on projection in transformed space. Figure 6.24(a) shows a simple construct

used to explain the projection method. To identify between the two types, first a base triangle

(shaded) is determined, which can be any mesh face of the tetrahedron; then the vertex of the tet-

rahedron opposite to the base face is projected onto the base face in the transformed space. The

type and key mesh entities of the tetrahedron can be determined in terms of the projection on the

base triangle plane in the transformed space. Figure 6.24(b) shows the top view of the base triangle

Figure 6.23  Classification of sliver tetrahedra.

Type II:Type I: M1
1 and M2

1 almost intersect
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the upper figures give
topview of the tetrahedra
and the lower figures are
the corresponding side
view.
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plane, which is subdivided into seven subareas defined by extending the mesh edges of the base

triangle. There is one subarea associated with each edge, one associated with each vertex, and the

base triangle itself. Table 6.2 indicates the tetrahedron type and key mesh entities in terms of

where the projection locates. The projection must not be on any mesh vertices of the base triangle

since all mesh edge are in a length level close to one and volume of the sliver is almost zero in the

transformed space.

Note that, as long as the volume of the tetrahedron is almost zero, the selection of base tri-

angle has no effect on the analysis results given in Table 6.2. For instance in the example depicted

in Figure 6.24, if the face bounded by vertex , and were selected as the base triangle

and vertex were projected onto it, the projection would be in a subarea associated with vertex

, and the key entities would still be  and its opposite face.

6.4.3 Intelligent Selection of Local Mesh Modifications

Given a sliver tetrahedron, the process of determining an appropriate local mesh modifi-

cation to eliminate the sliver consists of three priority levels:
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Figure 6.24  Determination of tetrahedron type in terms of projection.
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• check a small number of swap operations. In case of type I sliver, this is to evaluate swapping

the two key mesh edges of the sliver; In case of type II sliver, this is to evaluate swapping the

key face and the three edges that bound the key face (note that swapping any edge that bounds

the key face also can eliminate the face).

• if swap operation is unable to improve local mesh quality, further check compound operations.

For type I sliver, this includes: splitting both key mesh edges and collapsing the new interior

mesh edge (double split collapse operator); splitting either of the key edge, followed by relocat-

ing or collapsing the new vertex (split collapse and split reposition operator); For type II tetra-

hedron, it includes: splitting the key face followed by collapsing or relocating the new vertex

(split collapse and split reposition operator).

• further check vertex repositioning operation in case compound operation can not be deter-

mined. For type II sliver, it is to relocate the key vertex; For type I sliver, relocating any vertex

that bounds the tetrahedron is tested (refer to Section 4.1.4 for the computation of target loca-

tion).

The reason of evaluating local mesh modifications in three levels is to make the effective

local mesh modifications to be evaluated first, therefore avoid extensive evaluations and gain effi-

ciency. Since swap operation is the most effective local mesh modification to eliminate slivers (see

results of the first two examples in Section 6.5), and the possible swap operations are limited (only

two possibilities in case of type I and four possibilities in case of type II), swap operation is set as

the first to be evaluated. The second level evaluates specific sets of compound local mesh modifi-

cations to increase the chance of success. It involves the evaluation of five compound operations in

case of type I, or two evaluations in case of type II. The third level evaluates vertex motions.

Table 6.2 Type and key mesh entities in terms of projection location.

Projection location Type Key mesh entities

R1

I

 and its opposite face

R2  and its opposite face

R3  and its opposite face

R4  and its opposite face

R5
II

 and

R6  and

R7  and

Md
0
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0
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0

Mc
0

M1
1

M6
1

M2
1

M4
1

M3
1

M5
1
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Although, in practice, these three levels of local mesh modification usually are enough to improve

mesh quality to a reasonable level, the elimination of the sliver can not be ensured yet due to the

heuristic nature of local mesh modifications.

The determined local mesh modification is applied only if it improves local mesh quality

and does not violate the length criteria. Also, after the application of swap or compound opera-

tions, the length of new mesh edges are examined in transformed space. Attempts are made to col-

lapse them in case of new short mesh edges.

6.5 Examples

The mesh adaptation procedure presented in this chapter has been tested against a wide

range of models under either analytical or piecewise linear mesh size field definition(s). Three of

them are given in this section to demonstrate effectiveness and technical aspects of this mesh

adaptation procedure. In all these examples, the default parameter values of the mesh adaptation

procedure are used. In particular, this includes: (i) parameter that control length reduction rate

(see (EQ-6.1)) is 0.75, (ii) the allowed mesh edge length interval in transformed space is [0.5,1.4],

and (iii) using cubic mean ratio as element quality measure (see (EQ-2.15)) with quality threshold

to be 0.008.

6.5.1 Expanding Spherical Shock

Figure 6.25 shows a cubic domain and a uniform initial mesh of the domain. The

coordinate system and the vectors in Figure 6.25(a) depict the setting of specifying anisotropic

mesh size field. For a point P of coordinate (x,y,z), the anisotropic mesh size in transformation

form is

where ei (i=1,2,3) are three orthonormal vectors at point P and hi (i=1,2,3) are the specified mesh

edge length in these three directions. To specify a spherical anisotropic mesh size field, the expres-

sions of ei and hi (i=1,2,3) can be:

α

1 1 1××

Q x y z, ,( )
e1

e2

e3

1 h1⁄ 0 0

0 1 h2⁄ 0

0 0 1 h3⁄

=

h1 0.125 1 e–
3 r2 t2––( ) 0.00125+=

h2 h3 0.125= =
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with e2 be any unit vector orthogonal to e1, and . Here and t is a

given parameter that can control the move of the anisotropy (Note that e1 would be a zero vector

at origin, where an isotropic mesh size of 0.125 can be used instead since h1 = h2 = h3).

Figure 6.26 shows a series of intermediate meshes towards satisfying the spherical aniso-

tropic mesh size field of t=0.6 and the final adapted mesh. Since the uniform initial mesh is coarse,

no mesh modification is applied in the first coarsening stage. Figure 6.26(a)-(e) give the intermedi-

ate meshes after 5th, 10th, 20th, 30th and 40th refinement iterations, respectively. Figure 6.26(f)

gives the final adapted mesh. The template-based refinement algorithm is totally applied fifty

times to obtain the adapted mesh. Figure 6.27 indicates the history of maximum transformed

mesh edge length in the mesh during these refinement iterations. It can be seen that the maximum

transformed length of the mesh is reduced from 16.18 to 1.4 in a fluctuated fashion. The fluctua-

tion is reasonable since, in this example, the anisotropy to be captured is in a narrow range and the

length in transformed space is computed numerically, so edges across the narrow range of anisot-

ropy may be missed in the beginning. Figure 6.28 indicates the number of refinement edges at

each refinement. At maximum 3215 mesh edges have been split in one refinement iteration, while

e1
x
r
-- y

r
-- z

r
--, ,=

e3 e1 e2×= r x
2

y
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+ +=
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Figure 6.25  Domain and initial mesh of exploding spherical shock example.
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Figure 6.26  Intermediate and final meshes to spherical mesh size field of t=0.6.

(a) after 5th refinements (b) after 10th refinements

(c) after 20th refinements (d) after 30th refinements

(d) after 40th refinements (d) the adapted mesh (after 50th refinements)
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at minimum only two mesh edges. It should be pointed out that the number of refinement edges

increases slowly in the beginning since the anisotropy to be captured is in a narrow range and the

edges of the initial mesh crossing the range are not aligned to the anisotropy. It totally takes 27.7

seconds to refine the uniform initial mesh of 6860 tetrahedra into the adapted mesh of 40250 tetra-

hedra on a Sun Fire 280R machine (CPU: UltraSparc-III+; System clock frequency: 150MHz; CPU

clock frequency: 900MHz; Memory: 10240M).

Table 6.3 gives statistics of performed local mesh modifications in the shape correction

stage. Edge swap is the most effective operation, followed by splitting plus repositioning opera-

tion, double split plus collapsing operation, single split plus collapsing operation and face swap.

The total cost of the shape correction stage is 9.77 seconds on the same Sun Fire 280R machine.

Table 6.3 Statistics of performed mesh modifications in shape correction stage.

Edge
Swap

Split +
reposition

Double Split
+ Collapse

Split +
Collapse

Face
swap

No. of mesh
modifications

2283 63 19 11 10
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Figure 6.27  History of maximal transformed edge length in refinements.
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Figure 6.29 shows a new intermediate mesh, a new adapted mesh and their close-up

views when the parameter t of the spherical mesh size field is changed from 0.6 to 0.62. Since the

radial desired mesh edge length changes from 0.00125 to 0.011 at r = 0.6, mesh coarsening is

applied nearby r = 0.6 in the first stage of mesh adaptation algorithm. Totally 3758 edge collapsing

operations are applied, decreasing the number of tetrahedra in the mesh from 40250 to 19563.

Figure 6.29(a) shows the mesh after mesh coarsening. From the close-up view it can be seen that

the spherical anisotropy is respected during coarsening. Figure 6.29(b) shows the adapted mesh

after the 20th application of the refinement iteration. It refines tetrahedra nearby r = 0.62 and

increases the number of tetrahedra in the mesh to 36839.

Table 6.4 summarizes the timing statistics of this example obtained on the same Sun Fire

280R machine. It can be seen that moving anisotropy from a previous anisotropic mesh is more

efficient than catching the anisotropy from a coarse uniform mesh.
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Figure 6.28  Number of refinement edges at each refinement iteration.
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Table 6.4 Timing statistics for exploding spherical shock examplea.

t parameter of the
spherical size field

time (seconds) total time
(seconds)

coarsening refinement improving

0.6 0 27.77 9.77 37.54

0.62 4.90 13.01 5.97 23.88

a. Data were collected on a Sun Fire 280R machine (CPU: UltraSparc-III+; System clock fre-
quency: 150MHz; CPU clock frequency: 900MHz; Memory: 10240M).

Figure 6.29  Intermediate and adapted meshes for spherical size field of t=0.62.

(a) after mesh coarsening (3841 vertices and 19563 tetrahedra)

(b) adapted mesh after the 20th refinement (7033 vertices and 36839 tetrahedra)
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6.5.2 Meshing of Triple Parachute Domain

Figure 6.30 shows the surface meshes of three parachutes and a box domain containing

these parachutes1. Positions of the box are indicated by their coordinates and the front face of the

box is hidden to show the interior parachutes. Figure 6.31 shows a not smoothly graded initial vol-

ume mesh of the domain, consisting of 375,782 tetrahedra and 62,183 vertices. To better visualize

the tetrahedral mesh, Figure 6.31 only shows the surface meshes of three outer boundary faces

and all interior mesh faces interacting with plane y=0 (Here, a mesh face is defined as interacting

with a plane if it does not intersect the plane but a tetrahedron it bounds intersects. Note that these

mesh faces interacting with the plane are not coplanar and this 3D visualization techniques avail-

able from Simmetrix Inc. will be used a lot hereafter).

The role of the mesh adaptation procedure is to create a smoothly graded tetrahedral

mesh by adapting the initial mesh to a smooth mesh size field. Since the desired isotropic mesh

size on the outer boundaries and on canopies can be obtained from the given surface mesh, such a

smooth desired isotropic mesh size field between outer boundaries and canopies can be defined

by properly interpolating the known mesh sizes on surface meshes (the appropriate definition of

the smooth mesh size field is not the focus of this example).

A smoothly graded tetrahedral mesh consisting of 1,332,330 tetrahedra and 235,796 mesh

vertices has been generated by the mesh adaptation procedure. Figure 6.32 visualizes this adapted

mesh by showing interior mesh faces of tetrahedra interacting with two planes. Figure 6.32(a) pro-

vides a side view by showing the mesh faces interacting with a vertical plane that cuts through

two parachutes (the plane of x=0.6), while Figure 6.32(b) provides a top view showing the mesh

faces interacting with horizontal plane z=0. Clearly, Mesh size grades smoothly from the outer box

boundaries to canopies in all directions. Figure 6.33 shows the history of maximum transformed

mesh edge length vs. refinement iterations. It can be seen that only seven refinement iterations are

needed to achieve desired mesh size and the maximum transformed mesh edge length decreases

monotonically from 8.1 to 1.4. Table 6.5 indicates the number of refinement mesh edges at each

refinement iteration. The seven refinement iterations totally cost 99.11 seconds with 58.71 seconds

on template-based refinement and 40.40 seconds on collapsing new short edges the refinement

templates create (timing statistics are obtained on the same Sun Fire 280R platform).

1. Courtesy of Sunil Sathe and Prof. Tayfun E. Tezduyar of T*AFSM, Rice University.
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After refinement iterations, only twenty-four tetrahedra is below the given quality thresh-

old of 0.008 in terms of cubic mean ratio element quality measure, and all are eliminated by edge

swap operations in the shape correction algorithm. The total cost of the shape correction stage is

26.54 seconds on the Sun Fire 280R machine, most of which are spent on computing the cubic

mean ratio of 1.33 million tetrahedra.

Table 6.5 Number of refinement mesh edges at each refinement iteration.

refinement iteration 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

refinement edges 240 1239 4118 14015 23433 79918 75849

Figure 6.30  A box domain with three parachutes.
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6.5.3 Circular Pipe

Figure 6.34 shows the model of a circular straight pipe and an initial mesh of the pipe. Fol-

lowing the coordinate system in Figure 6.34(a), the desired anisotropic mesh size field is (refer to

Section 3.2.1),

with

Figure 6.31  The initial tetrahedral mesh of box domain with three parachutes.

interior mesh faces
interacting with

plane y=0

Q x y z, ,( )
θcos θsin 0

θsin– θcos 0

0 0 1

1 hr⁄ 0 0

0 1 hθ⁄ 0

0 0 1 hz⁄

=
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where ,  and .

Figure 6.35 shows the result mesh that conforms to the anisotropic mesh size field as well

as respects the cylindrical surface. Figure 6.35(a) shows the mesh faces on the plane of z=0 and on

the cylindrical surface, while Figure 6.35(b) shows the interior mesh faces interacting with the

Figure 6.32  The adapted mesh of the box domain with three parachutes.

(a) mesh faces interacting with plane x=0.6 (b) mesh faces interacting with plane z=0

hr 0.2 1 e
2 x2 y2 1–+( )

–( ) 0.003+=

hθ hz 0.2= =
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2
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2
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plane of x=0. It can be seen that all vertices are placed onto their classified boundary and the mesh

is anisotropically refined nearby the cylindrical surface. This result mesh is obtained after twenty-

two refinement iterations. Figure 6.36 indicates the history of the maximum transformed mesh

edge length during these refinement iterations. Again, the maximum transformed edge length is

monotonically decreased from 51.3 to 1.4 since no edge can across the anisotropy. Table 6.6 indi-

cates the number of refinement edges and the number of boundary mesh vertices to be placed
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Figure 6.33  History of maximal transformed edge length of parachute example.

Figure 6.34  Model and initial mesh of circular pipe example.
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(a) cylindrical domain (b) Initial mesh
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onto the cylindrical surface in the first twenty refinement iterations. Similar to results given in

Section 5.6, most of the vertices are placed onto the cylindrical surface simply by a repositioning

operation, while a small number of the vertices are incrementally placed onto the cylindrical sur-

face after applying local mesh modifications. Particularly in this example, 121 edge collapsing and

19 edge swap operations are performed. Only one vertex needed to be placed onto boundary

using the cavity remeshing algorithm.

Table 6.6 Number of refinement edges and snapping vertices vs. iteration.

iteration 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

a

a. : number of edges to be refined.

9 17 112 73 402 545 478 565 86 1130

b

b. : number of mesh vertices to be placed onto curved boundaries.

9 17 90 14 69 43 45 56 9 230

iteration 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1570 510 2769 2758 652 3653 3726 10511 31 8

113 39 217 159 63 246 372 738 0 0

Figure 6.35  Adapted mesh with all boundary vertices snapped.

(a) (b)
anisotropic tetrahedra
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Figure 6.36  History of maximal transformed length of circular pipe example.
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CHAPTER 7

Application in Adaptive Simulation

The mesh adaptation procedure has been embedded into three analysis codes1 to perform

h-version adaptive simulation for various applications. Those applications have, in many ways,

driven the development of the mesh adaptation procedure. This chapter provides four examples

to show its applications in anisotropic adaptive flow simulation.

The first two examples, steady flow in bifurcation blood vessel (Section 7.1) and unsteady

surrounding flow near a parachute (Section 7.2), use stabilized finite element formulation devel-

oped by Jansen [90] and Hughes [18] to solve flow problem. Since linear tetrahedral elements are

used, second order derivatives can be used to adaptively construct mesh metric field. In particular,

the method in Section 20.8.1 of Reference [35] is adopted to compute second derivatives in a sense

of distribution for classic C0 finite elements, and new mesh metric field is constructed by decom-

posing and scaling the matrix of second derivatives using method described in Appendix A.

The last three examples, four contact Riemann problem (Section 7.3), cannon blast prob-

lem (Section 7.4) and backward facing step problem (Section 7.5), simulate transient flows with

solution discontinuity (shock, expansion waves and etc.) using discontinues Galerkin method. In

addition to defining mesh metric field using the same second derivative strategy in the portion of

the domains without solution discontinuities, a two step procedure is used to construct the mesh

metric field near the discontinuities: first, the location of elements crossing discontinuity are deter-

mined using a solution smoothness indicator; then the mesh metric aligning to the discontinuity

are defined. Detailed descriptions of the adaptive definition of anisotropic mesh size field are

given in references [70,71].

In all examples, the mesh metric fields are represented by the piecewise definition over

the current mesh (see Section 3.2.2) and the anisotropic mesh size field smoothing procedure given

in Section 3.5 of Reference [71] is applied to control the gradation of adaptive meshes. Further-

more, solutions on the previous mesh is locally transferred during the application of local mesh

modifications, therefore they are maintained during mesh adaptation and the simulation can con-

tinue from the previous step using the adapted mesh.

1. PHASTA, DG and heat transfer application of Trellis.
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7.1 Bifurcation Blood Vessel

The first example demonstrates the controlled anisotropic meshes appropriate for the car-

diovascular system models. Figure 7.1 illustrates the geometric model domain approximating a

portion of blood vessel with a symmetric bifurcation. At the inlet boundary, the inlet velocity pro-

file indicated below is specified in the z direction and all other velocity components are set to zero.

(7.1)

where u3 is the velocity in z direction and ( ). At the two outlet boundaries, zero

pressure boundary conditions are applied. At all other boundaries, no slip wall boundary condi-

tions are enforced.

The advective form of time-dependent, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations is [90]:

(7.2)

where p is the pressure, is the density (assumed constant), is the ith component of velocity, fi

is the prescribed body force, and  is the viscous stress tensor given by:

(7.3)

u3 min 25 1 r–( ) 1 r–( )1 7⁄,( )=

r x2 y2+= r 1≤

Figure 7.1  Schematic diagram of bifurcation blood vessel.
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where is the kinematic viscosity. The blood vessel flow is simulated by solving this PDE using

stabilized finite element formulations [18,90].

Figure 7.2 gives the top view of initial mesh and the anisotropically refined mesh after the

fourth application of mesh adaptations. The initial mesh is uniform and isotropic. It is used to

solve the flow problem in solution steps from 0 to 50 (0.5 seconds for each solution step). The

refined mesh is achieved after the application of four anisotropic mesh adaptations at solution

step 50, 80, 110, 140 respectively to equilibrate the spatial and directional distribution of leading

interpolation error (see Appendix A), and it is used to solve the flow problem from step 140 to step

170. The number of elements is increased from the initial 38,903 to 47,257 to 71,082 to 129,990 to

270,753 in these four mesh adaptations.

Figure 7.3 shows the refined mesh and its associated flow speed contours on two sections

of the blood vessel model (see Figure 7.1 for the definition of the two sections). Figure 7.3(a) shows

the surface mesh and the flow speed contour at inlet while Figure 7.3(b) shows the interior mesh

faces and speed contour related to B-B section. Figure 7.4 shows the interior mesh faces interacting

with the plane of y = 0 and the speed contour on the plane, including close-up views to the area

µ

Figure 7.2  Coarse initial mesh and anisotropically refined mesh.

(a) initial tetrahedral mesh (uniform and isotropic)

(b) anisotropically refined mesh after the 4th mesh adaptations
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near the bifurcation point. It can be seen that mesh adaptation has created anisotropic elements in

the boundary layer of wall surfaces (particularly, elements of a very small radial spacing, some-

what larger azimuthal spacing and larger still axial spacing), small isotropic elements at bifurca-

tion and quickly developing anisotropy in the boundary layers downstream of the bifurcation,

which catches both singularity and boundary layers as indicated by the speed contours.

Figure 7.5 shows the surface meshes on wall boundaries with the front cylindrical wall

boundary in the downstream of the bifurcation hidden. Figure 7.5(a) shows the initial mesh faces

on wall boundary. It can be seen that the wall boundary is rough (there are zigzags as indicated)

and the geometry at bifurcation is not well approximated. Figure 7.5(b) shows that of the refined

and snapped mesh faces. It can be seen that geometric discretization error has been improved

when boundary edges in azimuthal direction are refined and modified to better align with the

direction of zero curvature; and also the boundary mesh near bifurcation.

(a) inlet

(b) B-B section

Figure 7.3  Mesh and flow speed contour on two blood vessel sections.
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Figure 7.4  Interior mesh faces and flow speed contour on the xz plane.

(a) interior mesh faces interacting with xz plane

(b) velocity contour on xz plane
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7.2 Flow around a parachute

The interaction between parachute system and the surrounding fluid field are dominant

in parachute operations. 3D flow simulation to predict the surrounding flow using stabilized finite

element formulations is of interest and feasible [42,84] using a carefully defined tetrahedral mesh

that was not changed during simulation (see for example [84] and Section 6.5.2). Experience is

needed to generate such a mesh and, to be conservative, the mesh is usually over-refined. This

example presents alternative for the mesh control of the fluid domain near a parachute using the

mesh adaptation procedure.

Figure 7.5  The refined and snapped mesh.

(b) anisotropically refined mesh after the 4th mesh adaptations

(a) initial mesh

Note: 1. only show the surface
mesh on wall boundaries;
2. hide one cylindrical
surface downstream the
bifurcation.

zigzags
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Consider a parachute with four cut-off at corners in a box domain as illustrated in

Figure 7.61. Let ui (i=1,2,3) be the ith component of velocity, represent stress tensor, be the

stress acting on the surface with normal n, and indicate the ith component. The initial

velocity field is simply u1 = u2 = 0, u3 = 1 everywhere. The boundary conditions are applied:

• On parachute, no slip wall, i.e., u1 = u2 = u3 = 0.

• At the inlet boundary, u1 = u2 = 0, u3 = 1.

• At the outflow boundary, traction free, i.e., .

• At the two side box faces normal to x-axis, no slip in x direction, i.e., u1 = 0, and

.

• At the two side box faces normal to y-axis, no slip in y direction, i.e., u2 = 0, and

.

1. Courtesy of Sunil Sathe and Prof. Tayfun E. Tezduyar of T*AFSM, Rice University.
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Figure 7.6  Schematic diagram for the parachute problem.
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Figure 7.7 visualizes the initial mesh by showing a slice of the 3D mesh interacting with

the plane of x = y. It consists of 123,948 tetrahedra. To allow pressure discontinuity on the two

sides of the parachute, the volume mesh has been split by the canopy surface such that two dupli-

cated pieces of surface meshes exist, one is classified on the upper side of the canopy surface and

another is classified on the lower side.

This unsteady solution has been obtained by solving the same time-dependent, incom-

pressible Navier-Stokes equations given in Section 7.1. The initial mesh is used in the first 60 solu-

tion steps, then the mesh is adapted based on second order directive information every 30 steps.

Figure 7.8 shows the mesh after the 8th mesh adaptation, which is used to solve the flow from step

270 to step 300. The total number of tetrahedra has reached 563,487. Figure 7.8(a) shows the side

view of the evolving mesh (the slice of the 3D interior mesh faces interacting with plane x = y),

while (b) shows the top view (the slice of interior mesh faces interacting with plane z = 0.6).

Figure 7.9 gives the speed contour at solution step 300 on these two planes. It can be seen that

mesh adaptation has created small elements near the parachute and in the downstream out of the

cut-off, and refined the region on top of the parachute in a way that can catch unsteady flow

around step 300. Also the result mesh is smoothly graded mesh in all directions. Figure 7.10 shows

Figure 7.7  Initial mesh interacting with plane x = y for the parachute problem.
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a closed-up view to the downstream mesh and velocity near one of the cut-off corner of the para-

chute. One can see anisotropic elements aligned to the flow.

7.3 Four Contact Riemann Problem

Figure 7.11 gives two meshes adapted to the same smallest mesh dimension in solving a

four contact Riemann problem [71]. The quadtree-like quadrilateral mesh in Figure 7.11(a) is the

result of a non-conforming refinement procedure, while the result of conforming anisotropic

refinement is given in Figure 7.11(b). The conforming anisotropic refinement only took 1/4 the

time of the non-conforming procedure.

7.4 Cannon Blast Problem

The third example shows the controlled anisotropic elements capable of tracking expan-

sion waves and their interactions in a 2D cannon blast problem. Consider the problem of a 2D per-

forated tube of diameter 155 mm (a cannon) as shown in Figure 7.12(a). The diameter of the

perforated holes inside the barrel (the muzzle break) is d=28.6 mm.

Figure 7.10  Zoom near one cut-off corner.

(a) mesh (b) speed contour and vector field of velocity

anisotropic elements
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The initial conditions for the problem are the one of a shock tube. Consider a virtual inter-

face inside the barrel (see Figure 7.12(a)). The initial pressure for the gas in the left of the virtual

interface and inside the tube are P = 57,273,627.96 Pa, i.e. more than 500 times the external atmo-

spheric pressure of Patm = 101,300 Pa, the initial temperature of the air inside the tube is T = 2,111.5

K, and its initial velocity along x direction is 0.

The problem is governed by Euler’s equation and solved using discontinuous Galerkin

method. The final time of the computation was tend = 5e-4. Starting time steps were about 5~10-8

seconds and the final time steps were about 1.5~10-8 seconds. The mesh was refined every 10-6 sec-

onds so that the total number of mesh refinements is 501, including the initial refinement that

enables the correct capture of the initial discontinuous state (see Figure 7.12(a)). The total number

of time steps was 45,438. The total number of degrees of freedom in the initial mesh was 5,556

which corresponds to 463 triangles. After the 501 adaptations, the number of degrees of freedom

reached 778,488 which corresponds to 64,874 triangles. Figure 7.12 shows the evolution of the

mesh for the cannon blast problem. Figure 7.13 plots the density contours corresponding to the

adapted meshes of Figure 7.12. One can clearly see that the density contours do not have any pre

and post shock noise due to the alignment of anisotropic elements with shock waves, and the

simultaneous development between anisotropic elements and the density contours. Figure 7.14

Figure 7.11  Four contact Riemann problem.

(a) non-conforming refinement of
quadtree-like mesh

(b) conforming anisotropic refinement
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and Figure 7.15 gives two close-up views to further demonstrate the captured solution by the

aligned anisotropic elements. In Figure 7.14, the complex shock-shock interactions happening

above the perforated holes are captured by anisotropic elements distributed in the direction and

position the density contours indicate. In Figure 7.15, the zoom near the front shock shows the

alignment between the anisotropic elements and the front shock.

Figure 7.12  Evolution of the adapted meshes for the cannon problem.

(a) t = 0 (b) t = 1.e-4

(c) t = 2.e-4 (d) t = 3.e-4

(e) t = 4.e-4 (f) t =- 5.e-4

shock tube virtual interface

cannon
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Figure 7.13  Evolution of density contours in log scale for the cannon problem.

Figure 7.14  Complex shock-shock interaction structure near the muzzle.
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7.5 Backward Step

This example demonstrates the controlled anisotropic tetrahedral elements in the simula-

tion of shock development when a backward facing step is impulsively inserted into a Mach 3 gas

flow in a straight pipe. Figure 7.16 shows the analysis domain. Since axisymmetric, only a small

section (15 degree) of a cylinder is used. The cylinder is of length 7.62 and of radius 1.52, and the

step is situated at x = 1.524 and of height 0.508. The initial condition is a constant Mach 3 flow field

in the x-axis, in particular,

where p denotes pressure, denotes density, u1 is the velocity in x direction, Ms is Mach number

and  is gas parameter. The boundary conditions are as follows:

Figure 7.15  Zoom near the front shock at t=5.e-4.

Figure 7.16  Schematic diagram of backward step.
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• At inlet and outlet, the velocity, density and pressure are that of the initial Mach 3 flow;

• At the two cut planes parallel to the center line of the cylinder, symmetry boundary condition

is applied;

• For all other surfaces, slip wall boundary condition is applied.

The problem is solved using discontinuous Galerkin method, starting from a uniform iso-

tropic initial mesh of size 0.5. A steady flow pattern with shock is reached in about 4 seconds. The

mesh is updated every seconds, therefore, a total of 800 mesh adaptations are performed.

The total number of degrees of freedom in the initial mesh is 14,960 which corresponds to 748 tet-

rahedra. After 800 mesh adaptations, the number of degrees of freedom reaches 96,020 which cor-

responds to 5081 tetrahedra. Figure 7.17 shows the evolution of the mesh for the backward step

problem while Figure 7.18 shows the evolution of corresponding density contour surface. It can be

seen that the mesh aligns to the discontinuity of density with anisotropic tetrahedra and develops

as the discontinuity develops. Figure 7.19 shows a close-up view of the mesh and density contour

near the top surface where the shock reflects. It can be seen that elements become needle-like

where the shock strikes the top surface.

5 10 3–×
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Figure 7.17  Evolution of adapted mesh for backward problem.

(a) t=0.5

(b) t=1.5

(c) t=3.0

(d) t=4.0
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Figure 7.18  Evolution of density contour surfaces for backward step problem.

(a) t=0.5

(b) t=1.5

(c) t=3.0

(d) t=4.0

Figure 7.19  Zoom near the shock reflection at t = 4 seconds.
(a) mesh (b) density contour
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusion

The aim of this thesis was to develop effective tools and algorithms for general anisotropic

mesh adaptation on complex three dimensional domains. This chapter summarizes the contribu-

tions made in achieving this goal, and suggests direction for future work.

8.1 Research Contributions

8.1.1 Representation and Implementation of Anisotropic Mesh Size Field

An essential requirement for anisotropic mesh adaptation procedure is an appropriate

representation of desired element size and shape distribution. Contributions made for this pur-

pose are:

• A definition of mesh metric tensor field was given.

• Introduced a transformed space where the mesh metric field is isotropic and normalized;

Length and volume computation in the transformed space were derived;

• Ideal conformity criteria between mesh metric field and the mesh was introduced and demon-

strated in one dimension. Practical conformity criteria feasible for mesh modification proce-

dures was presented.

• An abstract interface for mesh metric field was developed. Two specific mesh metric field defi-

nition options were implemented: analytical definition over geometry domain and a piecewise

definition option using the current mesh.

8.1.2 Mesh Modification Operators

To support anisotropic mesh adaptation, three contributions at mesh modification opera-

tor level were made on the basis of existing mesh modification operators:

• For all mesh modification operators, supported the evaluation of maximal edge length and

worst element quality of the result mesh configuration in transformed space;

• Enriched the existing mesh modification operators with four additional mesh modification

operators;

• Defined a base local mesh modification object that wraps around all common data and func-

tionalities of local mesh modification operators.
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8.1.3 Mesh Modification Procedures

An effective anisotropic mesh modification procedure for three dimensional geometry

domains capable of handling anisotropic elements has been developed and tested. This procedure

consists of four related components: mesh refinement, vertex snapping, mesh coarsening and

mesh re-alignment. Key contributions are:

• A vertex snapping procedure that addressed the geometry approximation issue.

• Generating and maintaining control of anisotropic elements by respecting mesh metric field.

• Effective application of local mesh modification in adaptive analysis.

An efficient incremental refinement algorithm governed by mesh metric field was devel-

oped. The algorithm can reduce maximal edge length in the transformed space to acceptable level

incrementally by applying element subdivision templates in an iterative way. Several techniques

were introduced to quickly align the mesh to the mesh metric field, including: (1) simultaneously

split “a set of longest mesh edges” in transformed space; (2) collapse new short edges refinement

creates; (3) create new vertices in the middle point of an edge in the transformed space; (4) in case

ambiguous, always create the shortest diagonal in transformed space; and (5) use lookup tables.

A procedure of placing vertices onto curved geometry boundary was developed. It first

applies local mesh modification to effectively snap as many vertices as possible. The key that

improves efficiency and success rate is always ensuring that a vertex moves at least to its first

problem plane or model boundary after the application of a mesh modification step. Since it is not

desirable to attempt to develop a provably exhaustive set of local mesh modification operations,

the snapping procedure includes a generalized cavity triangulation procedure that is applied to

the small numbers of vertices that remain unsnapped after mesh modification. The cavity triangu-

lation procedure ensures the vertex under consideration is dealt with. Although, the re-meshing

procedure can introduce new vertices to be snapped, the procedures have properly placed these

vertices on the boundary for all examples tested due to the fact that they are on a triangulation

with improved local geometric approximation.

A mesh coarsening algorithm was presented with two key contributions: (1) effective

determination of mesh modifications by using “collapsing shortest edge” as criteria. In terms of

this criteria, only one edge collapsing evaluation is needed, and, more importantly, in case the

edge collapsing fails, the next local mesh modification can be effectively determined by analyzing

the available information computed in evaluating the edge collapsing; and (2) an algorithm that

changes vertex processing order to follow “topological every other vertex” was developed to

maintain good vertex distribution during coarsening.
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The contribution in re-alignment algorithm is the sliver tetrahedron analysis technique

and the effective selection of local mesh modifications based on the analysis result.

8.1.4 Adaptive Anisotropic Simulation for general 3-D Geometry

To apply the anisotropic mesh adaptation procedure for general adaptive simulations,

additional technical issues addressed are:

• Adaptive mesh metric field specification using second derivative and gradient information.

• Mesh metric field smooth algorithm capable of controlling the anisotropic gradation of adap-

tive meshes.

• Local solution mapping in the execution of mesh modifications.

These algorithms were integrated into the first anisotropic adaptive procedure for 3-D

general geometries, and have been applied to solve flow problems. Results of adaptivity were pre-

sented to demonstrate the effectiveness and the alignment of adapted meshes to both geometry

model and mesh metric field.

8.2 Future Work

The research presented in this thesis can be extended in following aspects:

• More general and reliable anisotropic error estimation and mesh correction indication (defining

mesh metric field) is critical to complete the anisotropic adaptivity procedure.

• Tightly integrate a parallel version with parallel solvers for application with large scale tran-

sient problems.

• Extend this work into p-version and hp-version adaptive analysis.

• Extend this work into hr-version adaptive analysis.

• Some near term extensions and possible enhancements are:

1. Use principle directions of mesh metric tensor to improve alignment. Although Section 2.2.2

has indicated that it is desired to generate mesh edges aligning to the three principle direc-

tions of the metric tensor, this information was not fully used in this thesis. Several possibil-

ities of using this information are worth investigating. For example, adjust the position of

new vertices created in splitting.
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2. Connectivity information1 is another piece of information that provides the potential of pro-

ducing better adapted meshes. It is useful to understand the relationship between the opti-

mal connectivity and local mesh size distribution. For example, in a 2D construct, the

optimal number of edges connected to an interior vertex is six. However, this number may

increase or decrease depending on the relative mesh size surrounding the vertex.

3. Although a callback mechanism was developed to support the solution mapping in the exe-

cution of mesh modification, the adjacency interrogation related to the boundary mesh enti-

ties of the cavity associated with the mesh modification is invalid since, at this point, a valid

local mesh topology is not constructed yet. This issue may be addressed by a bit modifica-

tion to the mesh database.

4. Since effective, considered curved domains and capable of creating smooth mesh gradation,

it may be desirable to extend the capabilities in this thesis for anisotropic mesh generation

purpose.

1. Number of edges connected to a vertex, number of faces connected to an edge and etc.
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APPENDIX A

Adaptive Mesh Metric Specification Using Second Derivatives

For linear elements, error can be indicated by the second order derivatives of a solution

variable. This appendix describes a method to define a mesh metric field in terms of a given field

of second order derivatives (Hessian matrix field).

Consider a Hessian matrix field of solution variable u defined over a set of points. Let

Hi(u) be the Hessian matrix at the ith point (i=1,n) with n be the number of points. The correspond-

ing mesh metric at the ith point can be constructed by decomposing and scaling Hi(u), particularly:

with

where is the absolute value of jth eigenvalue of Hessian matrix Hi(u), is the jth unit eigen-

vector of Hi(u), hmax is the maximal allowable mesh edge length in the mesh (since Hi(u) can be sin-

gular, it is needed to apply hmax in case is zero or close to zero) and ki is a factor to be

determined for each Hi(u) (i=1,n) to scale the mesh metric Ti to reasonable mesh edge length.

Additional error indicator/estimator information and mesh size information of the previ-

ous step are required to determine a reasonable ki for each Hi(u) (i=1,n). One way of determining ki

is to use an indicator, Ii, to the leading interpolation error term defined below, and apply a con-

stant Inew to all points over the domain to enforce a constant distribution of Ii.

where with denote the jth eigenvalue of Hi(u), and hi is the desired

mesh edge length in the direction associated with eigenvalue to be obtained at the ith point,

which can be used to determine ki.

Figure A.1 illustrates the method of determining constant Inew in a 1D construct. The black

bullets on x-axis indicate a set of points in the mesh domain where second order derivatives are

given. In terms of the mesh size of the previous mesh and the given second derivatives, a distribu-

tion of error indicator Ii (i=1,n) can be obtained for the previous step. The poly-segments and cir-

cles in Figure 1 indicate a possible distribution for the 1D case. The mean value of error indicator
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in the previous step, Imean, can then be computed as indicated by solid horizon line. The reason-

able constant Inew (indicated by the dashed line) to achieve in the new mesh metric definition can

be selected as a faction of Imean, i.e.

where is the reduction rate of the interpolation error indicator and n is the number of points

where Hessian matrices are defined.

I
new γ Imean⋅ γ

n
--- I i

i 1=

n

∑= =

γ

Figure A.1  Determination of Inew using information of previous step.
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